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lhflUjUlf// 7.J AS/( NOT • • • 
By Ken Holcombe 
The past week was cfiock full of the ·stuff 
that makes the history books. As the country 
mourned the death of former President Harry 
Truman, another former President; Lyndon 
Johnson; was fatally stricken at his Texas ranch. 
The U .S: Supreme Court, in a far-reaching 
decision, ruled that abortion during the first thret' 
months of pregnancy is a matter ot personal 
concern to a woman, not to be infringed upon by 
the State. After ten years of bitter involvement in 
Vietnam, it was announced that a formal treaty 
would be signed by all involved pJrt1es on 
Saturday. And- oh yes- the President of the 
United States was sworn in for his second tc:rm ol 
office. 
The inauguration of a President belies the claim 
that there is nothing regal or pompous about 
government m a democracy. Though 1t was his 
second inauguration, the ceremony which look 
place last Saturday in honor of Richard Nixon and 
the accompanying concert~. lunches. dinners. and 
balls cost an estimated four million doliars. 
On the day before the mauguration ceremony, 
a, a steady rain brought ,1 ..:h1lly end to the 
unusually wJrm wealhl·r 111 the :S.:orthe,1,tern 
Un1tcd State,. prepa1at1011' tor thl' n'rl'mony Wl'rl' 
bl·111g madl' nn the l·a,I I ronl nf the C.ipitol 
building. 
Workmen ,·mild lw ,,'L'll .1pply1n!! lhL' t1111,h111!! 
t1,uL·hL·, .ind pllundrng thL' l111al 11,111, into the 
platform, wl11d1 'L',IIL'd lhL· prL·,1,kr111.rl p.111y and 
1nv1tl•d drgnrt,,riL''· \k111hL•r, ol thL' prL'" .rnd 
tL·c·h111<.:1an, lor the thrc·c· 111.1101 nc·two1!--, <.:<Hild bL· 
,t:l'll "·urr~lll!! l111hc·r .rnd 1h1thc·r-- 'L'll1ng up 
L',1111L'l.1' .rt ,1r.1lc')c!lc P"illh. lll.li--111g la,J llllllUtl' 
p1c·p.11at1or1' Jll'll',,a,~ t,1 ,c'clllc' lhc· c·t1111fort ot 
thl' lll'tW<lli-- .111<.:hllllll<'ll \\ h" \\()llld hc· hothl'd thl' 
lolhm,ng d.1y 111 .1 l.11g,· hc·.11,·d ,1rt1L·t11rc· drrL't:lly 
111 tr"nl ol Jhc· ( .rpllol ,1,·p, 
\J <111,· c<IJllL'I <11 Jh,· < .rpll"I burld111!! .r ~c·n1<1r 
'il'L'Jc'I ~,'l\lc"l' ,1gc·11t h,11!--,·d rn,1rucl1t111, It> l\\c'l11~ 
or "1 ,uhord rn.1 IL'' c"lll"c•111111g I hL' lo)c!1'11<.:, ,11 
proteL·1111)c! lhL' 1'1e,nk11t 1111 the· lt>ll<l\\111!! d.1~ lllllll 
,Ill\' .1111011!! th,• t:r,l\\d ,11 ..io-:stl.Otlll \\hll h.td 
tic:1--,·t, ll> :h,· cl"rL'!llllllY and lllI!!hl \\1,h tn dn h1111 
harm. ,\t thL· othL'I (1l1"11L'I "' th,· h11rldi11g ,I 
d1se11-·hantl'd old man 1111111,·rl·d .1hou1 lhl' 
·-coronalwn· ot f...111g R1L'11.11d'" ,rml. ,1r,·tl'l1rng h1, 
,·ye, to till' ,ky. ,:11d. "'I hllp,· rl r.1111' <.:,1h .md dot:, 
tomorrow:· 
I he following d.1y . .la11u.11~ ~ll. II t.11kd Ill r.1111 
at all. Hut the tempe1.1turl·, 111 1h,· )ll\\ ..icr,. 
JC<.:ompan11:d by a ,trong \\111d \\h1d1 ,111 to thl' 
hone. wa, enough lu d.1lllpL'l1 the ,prnh of tho,L' 
who began arriving at ~-oo a.111. 111 nrdL'I 1,1 gL"l a 
good vu!w of the noon ,·eremony 
Security wa, tight J, a ,pe,·1al lllrc·e of D.C. 
police. holstered by an honor guard compo,ed of 
unarmed soldiers standing at parade re,t around 
the perimeter of the Capitol grounds_ insured the 
sanctity of the grounds themselves. Inaugural 
tickets were checked at three points l•efore one 
could begin jockeying for a position which would. 
continued 011 paKe 3 
MARIJUANA, LAWS RECONSIDERED 
~y Barry King 
Dr. Timothy Leary oi:ice s~d._ 
" Lighting a joint is a revolutionary· act". Indeed, 
this has · been the case for at least twenty-five 
million Americans who have experimented with 
marijuana. However, the oft misinterpreted reason 
why it is such a type of act is not because the 
individuals who are smoking it are by their own 
nature revolutionary, b_ut because it is a pleasure' 
enjoyed outside of the boundaries of the law. It is 
no secret, in fact. it is a cllche, that many of 
today's youth are wrought with alienation towards 
the government and the nation. And it appears, 
the present repressive laws against marijuana do 
not tend to make them more responsive to the 
Establishment. 
The question that has been raised by those wh_o 
oppose legalization of marijuana is whether or not 
it is harmful, and also if it can lead to heroin. 
According to the President's Commission on Drug 
Abuse, marijuana does not, in and of itself, lead to 
· heroin. As to whether.or not marijuana is harmful, 
one might say that i.~ is not the drug itself· that 
may be_ damaging, but the penalizinj of those who 
- ;ue using it. · 
· -it"is now-generally .recognized :that marijuana is. 
· non~a.ddicti~ who use marijuana and theri 
: : stop·. suff:' · . no ·wit awal - m' tons and even 
those who become psychologically dependent can 
sever the association if they so desire. W:1en used 
in moderation, marijuana helps to calm the nerves, 
and break down barriers that may have existed 
previously between people. It also allows the user 
to enjoy simple ~~~ay things that there 
was no time for. Mariju~liJce alcohol,. -
a fee · which seems ·todrilii it·.- · ·· • 
...... ,.,,, 
January 25 ,I 9 3 
CONGRESS 
RECONVENES 
Chairpdson or Student Congress Eliot Golub 
;11111ou11c·ed at the body's first mreting of the 
~l·meskr l lll'SdJy evenmg the appointment of 
.-\hhy ('ox JS his Vice-Chairperson. MsCox is a 
Senior General Studies Major. 
Golub also announced the appointment of Seth 
l.evm. ( General Studi.:s '7 3) to the position of 
Ch:11rp.:r~on or the Community Health and Safety 
Committee. Levm succeeds Rick Slone, who 
resigned the post at last St'mester's end. 
Elections were held to fill vacant positions on 
two other Congress and College-wide committees. 
Replacing Mr. Levm as Chairperson of the 
Activities Committee will be Freshman Busmess 
major Joe Marzano. Sophomore Debbie Greene 
elected to serve on· the college-wide Educational 
Policies Committee. 
A Committee on Committees, patterned after 
·thilt of the· <:omrn·unity Counc1l, was· estabfisl1ecf 
by a vote of 33-4-1. As recommended by the 
Governance Committee, the ad hoc Committee on 
Committees will be responsible for scrutinizing 
'"the organization and functioning of the standing 
committees of Student Congress. It may 
recommend the elimination or reconsitution of 
defunct or non-acting committees, and 
continued on pdKe 3. 
violence. Also in relation to alcohol, the use of 
marijuana does not necessarily impair driving 
ability, nor does it necessarily discourage the 
thought process. On the contrary, it has been 
asserted that while under its influence, many 
people have been touched with a spark of 
creat~vity.thcy m:1y not have known before. 
However, the question of whether or not one 
should be legally permitted to have the choice of 
smoking pot is not as important as whether or not 
it should be decriminalized. At this moment, the 
Newj York State Legislature is debating this 
~quesfio-n,. 
There are now literally thousands of marijuana 
offenders serving time in a penal institution_ They 
a.re not segregated from any of the other prisoners, 
nor are they allowed any more privilege than a 
convicted murderer. They are thrown in prison 
. along with those who have created problems 
within the society: If they do not possess criminal 
behavior when they enter, it is not hard to believe__. 
. that their criminal potential has grown by the time 
1hey lea..~L- · -- · 
· Besides the moral issue for decriminalizing pot 
those who look to Anre~n tradition should favo; -
. the legalization of pot. l\.s a matter-of fact, if 
American tradition is to·cohtinue at all there must 
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Woman's Counseling Program To Be Offered 
By Abby Cox 
Sometime m late February a 
new form of counseling will be 
available to lthaca College 
women. Initiated by· three 
Student Advisors for their S.A. 
project, the counseling program 
encompasses women's medical 
problems and diseases. The 
women involved are C'indy 
Miller, Hali Mitchell, "carol 
Silver, Lynn Cunningham, Jill 
Hunter, Claire Suenholz, Sally 
Kertch, Rohm Weston, Mary 
Ann Rothlcm. Nancy Carrcy, 
and Janet Poole. 
S0met11ne m late February a 
new form of counseling will be 
ivailable to l lhaca College 
woman Initiated by three 
Student Advisors for their S.A. 
project, the counseling program 
encompasses women's medical 
problems and diseases. 
Presently, the women are 
taking weekly classes with Dr. 
David Hammond, Director of 
the Health Center. Wlule the 
course is in its educational stage, 
Dr. Hammond tt:aches the 
women about venereal disease. 
b:i r t h c o n t r o 1 · m e t h o d s . 
prcguan._.y, menstrual cyd.::s. 
abortion and other medical 
matters relating to wom.::n. At 
the end of the course. th.: 
women will be gmm Jll exam to 
insure that their knowled_ge I\ 
exact and com prehens1ve. 
Peer group counseltng ot frrs 
l.C. women the chance to 
discuss their problem~ or 
questions with other women of 
their own age m a confidential 
setting. While it 1s not 
mandatory, it .can replace the 
"traditional" nurse's conference 
pnor to receiving birth cohtrol. 
It's hoped that in an informal 
setting women will feel free to 
talk with other women of·their 
own age when they might 
otherwise have felt constricted 
at the Health Center. KncnVing 
how busy the Health Cente'r is, 
women arc often hesitant to ask 
questions there whi,ch may be 
bothenng them but -wluch may 
not he ol a strict! y medical 
nature. I l 1s herl' that the 
Woman's group will probably 
provide the greatest service in 
affordmg women a pla1.:e where 
they can go and feet free lo talk 
and be guaranlt!cd that the.y will 
be provided with accurate and 
mtell1gent information. In a 
CT1s1, s1tuat1011 such a~ an 
unwanted pregnancy. there 1, 
also less chance that thl' WOllll'll 
lllVOl\'l'd Will fee•f "prl',IChed lo.·· 
In add1t1on. tins Ill'\\' fo1m ol 
counsl'ling ·will reduce till' wnrl-. 
load on nur~e·, 111 the• lie.11th 
Center. 
Th.:: org,11111.e,, ,t1css th.11 
the11 l11nct1011 i~ nut lo 1q1l:1e·e· 
01 "gd around"' the• lk,ilth 
Center. but to \\Ori-. with the· 
ex1strng health faci1111,·, to 
provide J ·.1ahk Jnd po"1hl~ 
very nece,~ary :1ltern.1t1,·e· I" lh,· 
prc,ent system. 
·1 h l' w o 111 l' n h l > p ,. I " 
.:vent11ally enl.irge· th,·11 proµ,.1111 
to a CO-l'd co1111,L'l111g ,e'I \ 1-c' 
They aho ha\'l' plan, I< ,1 .111 
l·rnergency Fund to .11d \\',>llll'll 
Ill tlllll'S ol l11l'd1e·.il e'1lle1µ11t·e·~ 
,1 t ua t 1011s ,u,h a, 1111\\,1111c'd 
p r L' g 11 a 11 e' y .\ 1 , h I ., I ~ '1 I 
pamphkb and book, e·o11c·e·111111µ 
women·, med 1e-.1l prohlc-111, ,, 
planned fo1 the future 
Because some of the women 
take this course for credit 
creative projects have been 
encouraged. One woman is 
making a film on abortion which 
can be used on this campus, 
while another is compiling . a 
pamphlet on the subject. All 
these projects will he 
mcorporated mto the library so 
other students can have access to 
them. 
One of the biggest problems 
fac111g the women\ group is a 
lack of tunds While waiting for 
.1 double room on campu~. 
whi~h the ,chool will provide, 
they ,till nccd money for a 
telephone lmc. ,rnd the money 
to st.iii a library. 1'11l'y hope that 
Student Congrc,, will bl' able to 
JH(lV1d,· ,om,· ot till' nccL'"ary 
c.1p1t.1l. 
1·01 othl'r aspects ol their 
l1a1n111g. women Ill th1, pl<llll'L'I" 
!!,rllllp w1ll tall-. with \l;i1t111 Rand 
.111<1 \(1,; W.1lg.1 the ,chool 
p, y dl(llog1,1s. .dong w, th Pr. 
ll.1111111,ll1d .ind \11, Hl.1,·l-.1111111. 
th,· nurse· etr111L'1.1n 
1'1"'JlL'L'h ln1 lit,· ,011n,el111g 
p I "!!I ,I Ill .I pp,·.11 ,;, lllll 1'111!!. I 11 
() Jl 1..' .., II J \ l' \ 111 l' \\()fl!,.: 11 
e· " 11 d 11 , I e' d 'I -I - 'It, , " I I It l' 
I I l' ' h Iii e· ii \\ "Ill,· II I Ii L') 
q 11 l' , I I , l 11 e' d I.I \ ll I c' d , 11 e It ,1 
111,>)!1,1111 In ., ,111111.11 ,111,h .111 
"'''"' lll·l,11111~ <1:,.. "1 I< 111e·11 
,11111 1 «11,·d 111,· 1''")!1,1111 ll1 
ll.1111111,,11d It.,, ,.11.t 11t.11 It,· 
,I d Ill I I ~· , 1 ,, l' \\ I l rJI l' 11 ·, 
""',J1,k-l<1·ll·l\c'lh'" .. Ill \\ 11.11 Is 
<lllt'll .I cl>lllpk\ .111d d1ll1e·11f1 
,11h1,·,1 lllt.1,.1 clllic'µe• ,lt<lllld 
111de·e·d c<>Jl,1d,·1 11,,·lt l,,i111n.1le· 
111 h.1\t' ., ~11>~1.1111 '" 1,,(lgn11.ir1r 




By Yehuda Michel Ben-Tzvi 
Along with four million 
dollars of pomp and ceremony, 
Richard Nixon delivered his 
second Inaugural Speech last 
Saturday. The purpose of the 
Inaugural Speech is to set the 
tone and mood of the next four 
years of American life. In hb 
Inaugural Address, President 
Nixon ,ct forth ,everal hopes 
and policy changes for the next 
four years, most of which were 
vilguc ,llld general. 
In his open111g, Nixon spoke 
of a "new era of peace" that was 
upon us. 1"11is pt.:ace has not yct 
hel'n reachcd hut we have been 
askc-d to hold our hope~ high 111 
the nl'ar future. Nixon talked of 
the A 111cnca that " ... was bleak m 
,pint. deprt·,wd by the pro~pcct 
ol sc•c·1111ngly cndli:,, war abroad 
.111d ol de,tr11ct1ve conflict at 
h" 111e.. I he,e condition, ,till 
pe·1 si,t 111 n11r nation and 11 
\\<Hild see·111 1hat the \olut1on, to 
these ,011d1t1011, Jrc not at hand 
by the people - not by welfare, 
but by work - not by shirking 
responsibility, but by seeking 
responsibility." It was this 
portion of the Inaugural Address 
th at drew the most applause 
from the crowd at the Capitol. 
0th er than this reference to 
welfare there were no other 
specif1~s mentioned in the 
domestic area. 
Nixon did not seem to take 
any paJt1cular previous Inaul!ural 
Address as a model for his own. 
At one pcint in the address he 
paraphrased John F. Kennedy, 
"In our own lives, let each of us 
a,k not just what government 
v,ill do for me, but what can l 
do for my~elf." If Nixon used 
any thing as a model for his 
,t.:cond Inaugural Address, it was 
Im own life. Feeling that he 
comes from the Horatio Alger 
111 old, Nixon alluded to this 
"hard-work" model both in 
foreign and domestic areas. 
\111n1L·.1·, lorl'1gn pol1Ly. The Inaugural Address held 
,ILeo1d111g 10 the· ,JlL'L'Ch.\\ II not ltttk real meaning tor America. 
ch.111!!e' PtllL·h. hut therL' will bl' It was a plea for .unity and 
.111 111c1L',1SJng l'1nphasi, on thl' undcr~tanding, an understanding· : 
1 t1!c ,,1 111d1\1du,tl 11at1011, 111 not on the President's part but 
I'' ,>le'e 1111!! I he111,e·lvL's. I he h:1si, on that of the people. It will not 
I"' 1 Ii,, ,1e·111, 110111 '\i,c111·, !!,O down m history as one of the 
\ 1e·l11.111111.111n11 pol1e·y II ,c,. the g:reater inaugurals such as 
11e·,1 1<1111 ~,·.11, 111ay 'L'l' Lln1ted L111coln's second inauguration, 
..., 1 ., 1 e', 1 n \ c> I 1· ,. Ille 11 t , n hut it does reflect the Nixonian 
1111e·111:11,.,11.tl ,.,nlli,ts. hul 111 .1 mood. As for what the future 
111.,,,. l111111nl ,.,k th.in the· will bring us, we will have to 
\ 1e·t 11.1111 1111 e·1, l'nt 1C>11. wait tor the State of the Union 
<>11 lite· dn111L·,t1, ~,de ot the .-\ddre!-.s for specifics which will 
.1dd1e·"· \,1,on turthere•d h1, he tlelivered by letter- not in 
p1,si111>11 1.1~e11 attn the· ekct1on. pcr,on- by the President. The 
In 1e·le·1e·11ce· to h1, plan, after most we CJn look foward to at 
th,· l'le·,·11011. '\!\Oil ,tate·d the the moment are those promises 
I 0!10\1111g: "Let ,•ach ot u~ the President made in his first 
n• 111,·mbe·r that America was -term to be realized in the next 
i,\°1il1 ·1101 1'~ 1ltc'!!<)1e·rn11lc'1l1.'hut fouryears.<,· li 
~-----"""'!-":"9------~~---------~----:~ 
·on Death r; 
The Inaugura~ion 
And Amilcar Cabral 
By Garry Thomas 
I want to write a very personal thing about 
death and bereavement and commonality and 
community and love and bitterness and hate. In 
the past few months. I have lost two friends, not 
much older than I, and. a (ather-in-law, who was. 
In ea~h case, death came very .suddenly. :ard ~ ~~It 
very l!nprepared .. And while today I feel that I 
know little more about death than l did b·efo·re 
people close to me began to die, I have a much 
stronger feeling about bereavement. Some of this 
feeling has come from having to explain death to a 
four-year-old daughter who no longer has a 
grandfather. Some from sharing my very 
, immediate feelings with people in my classes. A lot 
of this I put together during a memorial service 
one afternoon. 
In being close to death l found a commonality, 
not in the reaffirmation of our mortality but 
rather in the profound grief and hurt and loss 
shared by a network and larger community which 
radiated out from the recently dead. I feel at this 
time that death is as necessary to the human 
condition as it is inevitable because of its 
humanizing function: as the bereaved we can say 
things of a person that we can never say were he or 
she alive_; we meet people whom we had never met 
who s~are our feelings and so immediately 
understand; for a period, however. brief,, we are 
not embarrassed by our situation of acknowledged 
interdependence; we can touch and hold one 
another; and grown men can openly weep. Be 
strong we say, be controlled; but in not being 
controlled we can find a new kind of strength 
which comes from ·outside us but of which we are 
part. 
. So much for all kinds of _good feelings about 
death, It is with bitterness and contempt and again 
some feeling of personal loss that I write of the 
death of Amilcar Cabral, the leader of the 
liberation struggle in Guinea Bissau, the 
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REMEMBERED 
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Termed Highly Succcessful 
By Ward H. Silver last October. 
By Yehuda Michel Ben-Tzvi 
Two days after the second 
inauguration of the 
thirty-seventh president of the 
United States,the thirty-sixth 
president of the United State~ 
died of a heart attack. The 
passing of Lyndon Baines 
Johnson, coming Jess than thirty 
days after Harry Truman died, 
leaves America with only one 
man who can speak with 
knowledge of the presidential 
position. 
election. Despite these political 
attributes, the "Great Soc\~ty''. 
that he visualized never came 
about. His last years in office 
were turbulent ones, overtidden 
by problems in the citie~. ~nd 
Vietnam. On March 31, 1968, 
te,n months before his 
presidential term'!: was over, 
Johnson announced that he 
would never again seek public 
office, a dismal conclusion to 
what could have been a brilliant 
presidency. 
As Vietnam remained a major 
issue in Nixon's administration, 
Johnson began to modify his 
position on the war. He began to 
speak out to Americans to "Get 
it together". Perhaps the greatest 
change in LBJ was exemplified 
on the day of· Richard Nixon's 
Inauguration. Instead of 
attending the Inauguration, as is 
traditional for ex-Presidents, 
LBJ was planting a tree on his 
ranch. 
Last Friday night over 700 
members of the Ithaca 
community made "perfectly 
c:lear" their indignation with the 
continuation of the Vietnam 
war. A broad cross section of 
blue coltar workers, professors 
and students marched silently in 
a candlelight procession around 
the Buffalo-Aurora-State-Cayuga 
Street block beginning at DeWitt 
Park and ending at the First 
Presbyterian Church. There w~s 
a slight drizzle and the crisp 
breeze snuffed the candles out 
more than once. but spirits 
remained high. 
dictatorship" in foreign policy 
and calling for examination of 
our economic system and the 
actual gods we worship. 
The next s·pcaker, Dr. John 
Fcrger, who spent several 
months in the central highland 
province of Quangngai in South 
Vietnam, presented the critical 
subject of civilian casualties in 
striking detail through use of 
slides. He noted that neither the 
National Liberation Front nor 
the South Vietnamese Army is 
innocent of atrocities but that at 
least 90% of the civilian 
casualties are caused by United 
States bombers. As an attentive 
audience stared incredulously at 
the screen, Dr. Ferger showed 
pictures he had taken of injured 
civilians at the American Friends 
Service Hospital he worked at. 
Grotesque shots of a patient's 
leg ripped open to the bone by a 
land mine and the horrifying 
burns indiscriminate of friend or 
"foe" drew gasps from the 
audience. Ferger also explained 
that a significant amount of 
American money is siphoned off 
into the corrupt Saigon regime 
which appears more concerned 
with shackling suspected NLF 
patients to their hospital beds 
than remedying their injuries. 
F111ally, Professor Kahin. who 
returned from trips to Paris and 
Hanoi after Henry Kissinger 
announced peace was at hand 
last October. retlected on his 
travels and the substance of the 
peace treaty. which he noted 
still contains numerous 
comphcat1ons-most of which 
are interdependent upon each 
other. He recalled the many 
alternative routes constructed by 
the North Vietnamese that have 
successfully distracted American 
bombers attempting to cut off 
the flow of supplies and 
personnel southwards. Kahin 
labelled such futile efforts as 
"appallingly indiscriminate". He 
also mentioned that he had 
randomly selected a town to 
visit miles away from any 
mi Ji ta ry target and found it 
covered with bomb craters. 
Johnson will be remembered 
by most as the man who 
escalated the Vietnam War to 
mammoth proportions. 
However, ther are other 
accomplishments that are 
noteworthy of Lyndon Johnson. 
As Senate Majority Leader, 
Johnson played a major role in 
pushing through Congress our 
'first major" civil rights legislation 
since Reconstruction. Other 
significant programs initiated 
under Johnson included 
Medicare and V.I.S.T.A. 
The march was followed by a 
gathering inside the church 
where the demonstrators heard 
from Tompkins County New 
Democratic Coalition Chairman 
Ben Nichols, the Reverend 
William Rogers, Dr. John Ferger 
and Cornell's Southeast Asia 
Program Director George T. 
Kahin. Nichols, visibly elated, 
remarked that the 
demonstration had only been 
four days in the making and that 
most people he had spoken to 
prior to the march were 
skeptical when he announced 
that there would be 500 
participants Friday evening. 
As Senate Majority Leader 
and President, Johnson was the 
politician extraordinaire. He 
could win votes, manipulate 
both Republicans and" 
Democrats to his whims, and 
holds the largest popular 
majority in a presidential 
Johnson's place in history is 
unsure. The Vietnam War of 
which he was a proponent 
appears to be drawing to a close. 
.We will never know if this is how 
he meant it to end or whether he 
would have ended it any sooner 
had he known the full 
consequences of his actions. 
Perhaps it is significant that his 
death came in an era of war. 
Reverend Rogers delivered 
perhaps the most direct 
statement of the evening· 
condemning the "executive 
Finally, Professor Kahin, who 
has returned from trips to Paris 
and Hanoi after Henry Kissinger 
announced _peace was at hand 
By all counts the 
demonstration was extremely 
successful. Nichols said $389. I 9 
had been collected through sales 
of candles and donations. This 
money will go directly to 
Medical Aid for Indochina which 
is currently assisting in the 
reconstruction of Bach Mai 
Hospital, the largest hospital in 
the North, which was bombed 
by American B-52s during the 







continued from page I 
afford ·a good view from the standing room area. 
As tlie hour approached, dignitaries of all kinds 
began to arrive. Three buses pulled up in front of 
the capitol steps and out poured the Washington 
diplomatic corps.· One young wife from some 
unnamed state cried, "Look, honey, there's our 
governor." "Oh, shut up", admonished her 
--hnsbaito·;wfio was- -very coid and-fecr-111r witlrher-
mindles&, prattle. As David Brinkley walked by; 
someone yelled, "Give us Howard K. Smith!" For 
a few inauguration watchers, the greatest arrival 
was probably . a bottle of Grand Dad Bourbon, 
profferred by a member of a trio of college 
journalists. 
•, ~i ,J:,::. 
Presi~ential inaugurations are supposed to be 
non-partisan . affairs, and although the great 
majority of the crowd at the capital on Saturday 
were Republicans, there were enough members of 
other persuasions to make things look 
non-partisan. As the presidential party arrived, a 
young man with long blond hair could be seen 
perched high in a tree obligingly photographing 
the event for anyone who cared to throw him the 
family camera_ Wherever one went among the 
crowd· one could hear exclamations such as, "He 
just isn't worth freezing" for like thisl°''or .. ~ wish 
George ·were talcing the oath: 'toa'ay in~foad of that · 
idiot." · . · · · · · · 
There were, of course, plenty of good, honest 
folk who realized that Richard Nixon was right, 
always had been right, and always will be right. 
And these fine folk; who are also right, were proud 
as pie to attend the second inaugural of Richard 
Nixon. They came from California, Florida, Ohio, 
and Alaska. They were young, old, and in at least 
one case, unborn. Many of them had tickets to one 
of the five inaugural balls that evening and as they 
expressed their excitement they couldn't help but 
lament the amoµnt of money they were spending. 
Not everyone, of course, came to Washington 
last week to celebrate. More than· 60,000 citizens 
came to express their displeasure with Richard 
Nixon. Sponsored by the National Pe_ace Action. 
Coalition and the People's Coalition for Peace and 
Justice was a major march between the Lincoln 
Memorial and the Washington Monument while 
the inauguration took place. The march, involving 
at least 60,000, was headed by black-shrouded 
figures wearing death's head masks. · 
Meanwhile, as Richard Nixon was sworn in on 
two family bibles and began his inaugural address, 
several youthful demonstrators who had obtained 
tickets to the ceremony began to chant "End the 
War, Sign the Treaty" and "Nixon murderer!" 
Anti-war chants and slurs against the integrity of 
the President could also be· heard from Union 
Station, three blocki away. . . 
Undaunted, the President· ignored all protest 
and continued his speech as· helicoptors buzze'd 
overhead and the D.C. riot squad ·patrolled the 
nearby ~reets. The 'daughte·r of a Con·gressman. 
'· .. ,. 
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remarking that she should have boycotted the 
inauguration with her father, said, "The place 
reminds me of an armed camp." 
The ceremony ended with a third invocation 
which made the total time spent on prayer greater 
than that spent by the President in his inaugural 
address. Richard Nixon and his pals receded into 
the Capitol building to feast on a gourmet 
luncheon with members on Congress. And 
thousal}ds of frozen citizens filed off the Capitol 
grounds. to find dozens of policemen on 
· motorcycles in hot pursuit of demonstrators. 
Over on Independence Avenue and Second 
Street a contigent of policemen were roiling a float 
representing a giant rat with Richard Nixon's face 
onto a waiting trailer. The rat was lettered 
"MILHOUS" on the rear. One young black 
policeman couldn't contain his mirth. Asked why 
he was laughing so hard, he replied, "I can't jive 
you, man, this is the best float I've seen today!" 
Marijuana 
continued from page I 
be a change in regards to the pot laws. If this 
society does not already have enough social ills 
with murders, muggings, riots, etc., does the 
American: taxpayer really want great sums of--
money t(! finance lawful entrapment of users, and 
countless· programs that have not rendered any 
conclusive proof that pot is harmful? Is it worth 
creating and maintaining a counterculture by 
keeping the Jaws in their present condition? It has 
been already proven that enforcement against pot 
usage is an enormous failure, and rather than 
forcing more people to stay within the system, 
more are turning against it because of Jaws that do 
not show respect for the individual. Is this what 
the average citizen wishes to accomplish? 
There is also a basic reason why marijuana 
should be legalized as· well as decriminalized. In 
today's contemporary society, anyone with any 
ingenuity at all can purchase marijuana if he so 
desires. However, many times the same person 
who deals pot may be pushing harder drugs as 
well, and have, directly or indirectly, associations 
with the underworld element within the country. 
Any person who deals in illegal drugs can never be 
sure of the purity of his item, and many times pot 
that is available gets mixed with most anything, be 
it hay, opium, or something else. One can never be 
sure that what one is buying is one hundred 
percent marijuana. Therefore, legalization becomes 
a much needed and desirable alternative. In the 
hands of a responsible government or corp9ra~ion, 
various controls could be put on pot that would. 
have to adhere to certain standatds. Also, it would 
stop some of the profit within the Jess desirable 
groups now brj.nging it into the States. 
One might argue that if legalization came into 
being, there would be rampant usage of pot, and 
hordes of. stoned people crowding the st~eets... This .· 
does not ,really hold up when one considers- tliat · · 
this did not become the case when alcohol was 
marijuana has been illegal since the J 930's and 
society has still managed to survive, then what is 
the urgent need te, all of a sudden change the laws? 
First of all, it is not "all of a sudden". It has been 
prohibited for over forty years_ It must be changed 
now, because now is the time when its use is in 
prominence, and the Jaws that suppress an act that 
over twenty-five million Americans engage in, and 
that does not hurt anyone, threatens the stability 
of the country. 
If marijuana is decriminalized and/or legalized, 
one might suspect that it won't be an·outrage that 
will overtake the majority of the country, but 
instead, a sigh of relief. 
legalized, and also that the general public reaction 
llfually flows in a tide of disinterest once 
something is "officially" sanctioned. Instead, 
legalization would create more respect for laws 
that respect changes and needs within the society. 
Again, one cannot use the argument that the law is 
there simply to be obeyed. Laws are supposedly 
made for the protection of citizens and the 
society. However, if a law threat~ns the survival of 
the society, then it most assuredly should be 
changed. 
The educational system pertaining to drugs 
should also be updated and improved. Many films 
and ideas are still perpetuated in the school 
systems that link marijuana to the harder drugs. 
Although many teachers recognize that it is a basic 
untruth, some will say that they continue to use it 
as a "scare tactic" which is "in their behalf". But 
lying about marijuana has not proven effective to 
this date. It has done the opposite, and created a 
worse situation. One cannot blame any person 
who has been lied to about pot for believing those 
"stories" about acid, speed, coke, ;_md herom. If, 
however, students know that they are being told 
the truth, and that the question of drugs is dealt 
with in the school and throughout the country in a 
realistic sense, it will undoubtedly help to enhance 
the credibility of the entire system. 
Another reason that decriminalization of pot is 
important is because of the stress the present laws 
can cause within the family institution. If an 
adolescent is arrested for possession of marijuana, 
it makes the news, and the person's parents arc 
criticized by neighbors. Also, stress is put between 
the p,\rent who naively believes in the law, and the 
child 'who feels it is a suppression of freedom. 
When the Jaw is enforced, financial burdens arc 
placed on the parents, who have to pay for bail 
and a lawyer, and also a financial dilemma on the 
state, which has to pay for court costs and provide 
food for the "criminal". If decriminalization 
·became: a: r.eaiity. those who are· now serving time 
in. jail for ttieh: victimless :crime~ scim~ as- inuch as 
·thirty years. or' ·even life, could be freed~ and might 
begin to believe in the system once again. The 
money that the state saves could be put towards 
worthwhile projects, and marijuana users would no 
1.on.ger be. outcasts in the society. 
. An.0th.er a·rgument against decriminalization 
that is often used in final desperation is that if 
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Editorial 
. - . .. .. . .. :. : I 
A most interesting week is drawing to a close, leaving some of us 
with deep regret and others with, once more, that flicker of hope 
that sporadically plays off our calloused souls. Since last Saturday 
we have endured the deaths of two historic indi~dua~:--, J.,yndon 
Johnson and .Ai:nilcar Cabral- while at the same time witnessing 
what may be the first step <?n America's road to m_or~l selfhood- the 
decision to sign the Vietnam peace treaty. Beyond: t~s. we have only 
just begun to feel the impact of the mo_ment~U/>_'Supren:ie Court 
decision regarding a woman's right to abortion w1thm the first three 
legislation through the quicksands of Congress was irn~ressive, if at 
times grossly ulterior. His accomplishments as w~ll as hi~ faults shall 
be a lesson to us all. As for Amilcar Cabral, hIS stunm~g grasp of . 
guerilla warfare in the African liberation struggles will long. be 
cherished, specifically in tne third world, but also wh_erever f!eedom 
and self-determination are worth fighting for. lromcally his heart 
was greater than his monetary worth and history, in its notorio.us 
way, probably won't flinch in his memory. 
*** 
months of pregnancy. 
'"** 
Finally, the perseverance of the pro-abortion mov~ment _amidst 
In his first pubhc address to the nation in over three months, 
Richard Nixon announced that this Saturday's signing of the tre~ty 
will reflect the realization of America's desire for a peace "with 
honor". Tragically, he couldn't be farther from the tr1:1t~. Th_ere has 
been no honor involved in the heinous means this adm1mstrat1on has 
employed to bring the liberation· forces of that tiny d_ist~nt nation 
to the negotiating table. Nor·hiJS there been any honor m its sup~ort 
of the vile, self-serving puppet gCJvernment of Nguyen Van Thieu. 
The blemish on America's collective spirit over the last 25 years that 
has been Vietnam will sting our memories for generations (of 
peace?) to come. The wounds inflicted by this confli~t ~re e?ormous 
and the 'weeks that lie ahead w.ill scrupulously (Kissinger s word) 
determine our desire for a "peace that will heal". 
frustration and humiliation at the hands of unfe~l~_ng legISlators 
seems to have paid off. The 7-2 Supreme Court dec1s1on m~st rank 
alongside such cases as Brown vs. Tope~a ~~ard of ~duc~t10n and 
Miranda vs. Arizona as one of the most significant rulmgs m the last 
half century. No doubt this has· l~ft 'the <;~tholic hie!archy in a? 
uproar. But the inherent constitutional _prmlege _tha_t 1s a ~oman s 
right to chocJse whether or not to bring a new hfe mto this worl_d 
couldn't have been mart: effectively underscored. We applaud this 
long-awaited declaration. 
*** 
It has indeed been a fateful week,-one that has perhaps awakened 
a few minds that were slowly rotting in their own ruts of idifference. 
Just as in the past it has taken a presidential assassination or an 
outrage such as Attica or My Lai to snap us back into human 
responsiveness, maybe this past week can point the way to a new 
concern for our fellow human beines. 
...... 
Lyndon Johnson will be popularly remembered a_s the 
Machiavellian cowboy who bit the dust slapping leather with an 
opponent he couldn't see. As a politician. his finesse in worming 
TO THE EDITOR: 
I am told the man had a great 
domes tic, program (was it 
successful?)- and the greatest 
civil rights program since 
Lincoln (are civil rights a 
reality?). · 
I am told that I should not 
deal with thii, man emotionally-
that no single_ rnan can be held 
accountable for the errors of 
many. True. But what of the 
numbered dead and the 
countless bereaved- are these 
· deaths to fall into some grey 
:_ area of · unaccountability? And 
·,what of the friend ,who came· 
: back, having faHed in an attempt 
to take his own life- because he 
could not take another's, and 
has since been in and out of 
private sanitariums because he is 
"dishonorable"? 
J'ACCUSE-! J'ACCUSE! 
Let the judgement fall on 
each man - each to be held 
accountable for his sins. 
I hope Lyndon Baines 
Johnson's soul rots in hell. 
Jeffrey Kant 
advantages. 158 can refer to, 
and/or gain information from. 
the college health ccnt.:r. 
Although this is definitt'ly 1101 
the only service whidt I 58 refrr~ 
to, it does haw the advanlai,:e~ 
of assured confidential lly. 
security from parents anti poll cc. 
and no fee is cha f!!t'll. In 
addition, I 58 is manned only hy 
students of Ithaca Colh:ge and 
deals only with student~ of I.C.. 
thereby assuring interest in and 
knowledge of the problem:.. that 
face this population. 
Extension I 58 counselors arc 
trained to handle the problems 
.w.hich are.·most likely 10 
confront many student~ at the 
college; including loneliness. 
suicide, and drug 0.D.'s. If they 
do not have the information you 
need they'll get it for you or 
refer you to someone who will 
have it. Although 158 counselors 
are trained to handle crises, they. 
are available to listen to any· 
problem you may have. You 
don't have to worry about 
calling over something that you 
may think is trivial, if it bothers 
you they are willing to listen. 
To talk to someone at the 
TO THE EDITOR: center merely call them at 
. _ 274-3152 (xl58 on-the centrex 
: Just-.aJ>out· one· year -ago,· a·-system) · 61" ·dtojr-"iir"-at' l }6· 
: group~oMtha~ C'o~e students Coddington Rqad (two doors: 
: volimt~re~:tC? ·endure a detailed, down from the Coddington 
lengthy, and grueling training Restaurant). The telephone is 
session for the thankless answered 24 hours a day while 
privilege of offering assistance to walk-in hours are from S in the 
their fellow students in times of afternoon to 8 the next 
crisis. In this way the Ithaca morning. 
College crisis center (dubbed Extension l 58 is a good place 
Extension . I S8 after its phone to have· available, but it's up to 
number) began. Now, a year you to use it. Jot ·down the 
later, with some new counselors, number, tell it to a friend, cut 
some returnees, and with more out this article, or just remember 
knowl~dg~ a~d, experience, the name in case you want to 
· Extension 1 S g · ·is ·quietly . call. EXTENSION 1 S8 they· can 
. working_ to offer assistance'. to' help: ,: ; . . '. '. :: . . . : . ' .. 
. I.C. students· w.hen they- request' . ·. Richard H; ·Slone 
it. . . 
The idea· of_ a crisis center TO THE EDITOR: 
the struggle is not just a military 
one, the· PAIGC' is not just a 
military organization. The 
PAl(;C' has set up schools. 
making it possihlc for large 
numbers of people· lo learn to 
read (for the first time). They 
havc i m pru,wd medical care. 
l'hl'Y have improved lhe life of 
!he people in lhc liberated areas. 
Cabral played a nwjor role in 
hrini,:ing all lhb about. l·lis 
a,,a,~inalion can only he 
comparL•d lo Iha! of 1:-'duardo 
Mondla1H'. l'rc~llknt of the 
i\101.ambiqul' Lihcralmn Front 
(FRI--LIMOI. 
In memory of hb life and 
achievcnwnh wc arc ~ell ing up 
I h c /\ mikar Cahra! Memorial 
Fund. All money will he sent to 
the PAI(;(" to help continue the 
~lrugi,:le. Uonat1ons may he sent 
lo the s.Amilcar Cahra! 
Memorial Fund: c/o Richard 
Knight, 4.:!7 North Cayuga· 
Street. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. 
TO THE EDITOR: 
Bearing in mind that, over the 
past few years. 
(a> your newspaper has 
consistently deno_unced 
American involvement in the 
Vietnam War: 
(b) many faculty .and .students 
have enthusiastically shared, that 
sentiment; 
(c) Various efforts have been 
made to have. the Ithaca College 
community express itself 
unequivocably and offjcially on 
the issue of America's 
involvement in the Vietnamese 
conflict; I herby suggest that, -in 
view of the presidential 
announcement of 24 January 
1973, The Ithacan publish and 
endorse the following propos~: 
WARD SILVER - EDITOR· 
JOHN ORRALL -·eusiNESS 
DOUG SAHADI -ADVERTISING 
GARV REING - FEATURES EDITOR 
ANDRA YOUNGBERG - COPY EDITOR 
RICHARD SHARPJ""!ALT LEIDING - PHOTOS 
DOROTHY AILES-LAYOUT 
LEAH FACKOS - ENTERTAINMENT 
BOB COHAN-ADVERTISING LAYOUT 
RICARDO WOLETE- ASSOCIATE 
BOB WOLF-SPORTS EDITOR 
ANO OTHER HELPFUL FOLKS 
Publl1lled weeklV durtn11 tll• school year eiccept for Ute 
last welllk In Oc:tobe--;: a"d th• tint and tlllrd weekS tn l\lov. 
manned by concerned volunteers 
rather than by paid professionals 
is not new to the Ithaca area; 
downtown ·one finds Mainline,-
S uicide Prevention, and Open 
House. For this reason many 
people, myself included, at first 
doubted the actual .nec;d fqr a_ 
: new:crisis cente.r· since it seemed 
· to be an unnecessary repetition 
·of services. The center has 
proved to many people tha~ it is 
necessary and that it ·does 
provide a valuable service fo the 
lthace College student body. 
Last Saturday Amilcar .Cabral 
was assassinated. He died for the 
cause for which he had lived, the 
freedom and independence of 
Guinea-Bisseau and the Cape 
Verde Islands. He was one of the 
found~rs of the African Party 
for the Independence .of Guinea 
and Cape ,:Verde (P~•QC) and. 
was 'ifs secretary-general at the· 
time of his.death."· ·. · · 
Guinea-Bisseau. ( often referred 
to as Portuguese· Guinea) is a 
Portuguese colony fighting for 
its independence. For many 
years riow there has been armed 
str~ggle in Guinea-Bisseau, but 
That the Ithaca College 
Community, through the 
mechanism_ if its appropriate 
representative bodies, express 
formally: and collectively its 
deep-felt appreciation to 
President Richard M. Nixon 
for having· brought' about that 
goal which so many on this 
campus have longed for-a 
cease-fire which terminates 
direct American military 
involvement in Vietnam. 
Hopefully, this modest 
proposal will be universally 
acclaimed by all. peace loving 
peoples on this campus. 
SECOND CLASS POST• 
AGE PAID AT ITHACA. NEW YORK, 14a50. Postmamr 
pieaseiaiid form 3579 to Bu11ness Mgr., The IUlac:an; Wat' 
Tower, ltllac~i Colle .. , ltllaca, N-Y- 14150. Subscription 
cost - $7 .50. Editorial vl-1 nflec:t the opinion of tlle 
Edltortal Board. They neltller reflect tlle offlc:lel. polltton 
In terms of J.C. students, 
Extension l S8 offers many. 
. , ' ~ 
... , . 
.. , ...... ~ 
Sincerely, 
Richard J. Daly 
History Department 
of ·,tiiica co11eie 'nornecisiart1y Indicate the con1ensus Of 
tlle ,tudent body. TIie ltllacan nunn tlle ri11titto cor.-.ct. 
edit, or refuse to publish any materlal 1ubm1tted for Pu.b· 
llc.atlon. 
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qualities of intelligence ans} wit and dedication and 
hu'mility which would have made him a 
remarkable President some day. Since early in the 
l 960's he had lived by the sword but this, is not 
why he was killed. On the very day of Cabral's 
assassination, Americans honored their great 
swordsman with ceremonies ~nd pomp marking his 
inauguration for a second term as President of the 
United States. Rji;hard. Nixon said on that day: 
"The time has passed when A.merica will make 
every other nation's conflict our own, or make 
every other nation's future our responsibility, or 
presume to tell the people.of other nations how to 
manage their own affairs ... Abroad and at home, 
the. time has coine to tum away from Uie 
condescending policies of paternalism- of 
'Washington knows best'." And h~ went further: 
"We shall support vigorously the principle that no 
country has the right to impose its will orrule ·on 
: ·'. - . ~:. ~' 
. on~ who in cowardly ta11hion assassiti·ated him;· 
However, airmen ofcult'ure;·alfthose who'.fight 
for freedom, all spirits afire for pe;!ce ,mil 
progress- all the enemies· o( colonialism and 
.!llC\SJ?-_ mus! !!ave t_h~-- ~ourage .to take upon 
their sh?ulders ~heir share of the responsibility 
for t~1~ tragic death. For if Portuguese 
colomahsm and imperialist agents can still 
liquidate with impunity a man like Dr. Eduardo 
Mon~lane, it is becaus~ there is something 
,rotted· in. the heart of 11.umanity: imperialist 
It isbecause men of good will, 
.defenders of the culture of peoples, .have not 
ye.t accomplishe.d.. their duty on this planet. 
The conditions are little different today, three 
years later, except that now Amilcar Cabral has 
ta~~.!! .hi~ plac.e beside E<!!!,.ardo Mondlane; as in 
life, so in death- and now he must sh;ire a place in 
that eulogy which he offered for his brother in the 
struggle. 
another by force." Three cheers ,went up for the . continued from page 1 
man with the brand new plowshare. But lest .the 
national liberation movements take too much recommend the creation of new committees." The 
heart from the rhetoric of the newest Nixon, he Committee will also be concerned with 
spoke in the same speech of "(revitalizing) our determining the eligibility for membership on the 
traditional friendships," or "(respecting) our standing committees of the Congress, scrutinizing 
treaty commitments" and finally: "Unless we in the propriety of d esignahon of committee 
America work to preserve freedom there will be members, and recommending proper 
no freedom." Amongst our traditi~nal friends is representation of all Student Congress Ad Hoc 
Portugal, as a NATO ally we are committed to committees. 
supplying her with arms, and it is with these arms The Committee on Commit tees will be 
and -other forms of American aid that Portugal has composed of the Vice Chairperson of Student 
attempted to preserve an American-certified form Congress and three other students chosen, if 
of "freedom" in her African colonies. The possible, from outside the membership of Stud~nt 
gr o u n d w o r k remains ' f O r American Congress. Students interested in serving on. ·the 
interventionism, for a continuation of committeeshouldcontactViceChairpersonAbby 
"condescending policies of paternalism," even Cox. 
though the nationality of the mercenaries might A proposal -by the Housing and Dining 
change. And the first to fall victim to the. old or Committee, following a year and a half of study, 
new policies of the first hours of Richard Nixon's would end maid service in dorm rooms. The 
second term was Amilcar Cabral. proposal, to be voted upon next week, calls for the 
I met Amilcar Cabral but once and spent a good cleanmg only of bathrooms, hallways and lounges 
part of two days in small gatherings with hi'm. He on a daily basis in the Quads, Towers,Terraces and 
had come to Syracuse in February 1970 to Valentine dorm. Cleaning of rooms would be done 
eulogize a man I knew much, much better, only between semesters. Other services would 
Eduardo Mondlane, who had been a professor of remain m operation. 
anthropology at Syracuse University before The proposal points out that the S25,000 saved 
returning to Africa in 1964 to head the in reducing the number cf maids would help offset 
newly.formed Mozambique Liberation Front the expected 15% increase in expenses tor 
(FRELIMO ). In speaking of him and affix mg the 197 3-74. The proposal further claims that m a 
blame for his death, Cabral said then: survey of thirty-three colleges "1t was found that 
It may be said that Eduardo Mondlane was th.irt~ ~f the colleges we.re sati~fied that the 
barbarously assassinated because he was ab! t ehm1r1at1on of m-room maid service had been a 
;::\.:tc!il.1~~.\wnsiif with the/cutture ol-ltis·.~otk\,..._: ,..,~,!!.?od-:_mean~ of saving money." The reactions of 
IF •;~:;'~itll,~f;di:epest.'aspiraj1m1S(ifi spife,of;.1111 tti~ I• • ;;tudents affected lil the• thirty-three Colleges WaS 
. ,The. Ithacan. Januiiry is;_iS1:1t}w_s '. 
. : , lrt, this death I feel a kind of los~: veti· shaken, 
and none of the feelings of love and community 
and the truly good feelings that came with the 
mourning of the deaths of close friends. The 
earlier experience I found humanizing, while the 
. assassination of Amilcar Cabral brings out in me 
the bitterness and hate and, I admit. despair. 
Imperialist domination dehumamzes, and the 
intellectually•felt commonality· with oppressed 
Third World peoples is too abstract a concept to 
sustain me at this moment. If community is to 
come from his deatli it initially has to come from 
withm us here in Ithaca. Sharing this kind of 
sentiment, a few of us have started the Amilcar 
Cabral Memorial Fund. Contributions can be sent 
in c/o Richard Knight, 427 North Cayuga Street, 
Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. The monies will be fowarded 
to the liberation movement which survives him in 
Guinea Bissau. 
have complained to him about the method in 
which the Judicial Code may be amended. The 
procedure, as outlined in the Code presently, 1s as 
follows: "Any member of the College Community 
may propose an amendment to the Ithaca College 
Judicial Code. Such proposals shall be made m 
writing to the Judicial Administrator. The 
President may put any such recommendations into 
effect upon the recommendation of the Judicial 
Administrator and with the consent of the 
Community Council." 
The complaint, according to Davis, lies with the 
power .of the President to block any amendment 
which :~e· deems. inappropr.iate. The- .matter was 
-refoited to the Gov~rnance,Committee for study. 
'rhe "Activities Commlttee re.coirintended that 
Mariholics Anonymous be given three weeks to 
prove it is a viable organization with useful goals 
and plans to implement them. If the organization 
does not prove its organizmg capability within that 
period, the Committee recommended that it be 
denied funding and representation in Congress. 
The Activities Committee recommended 
recognition but not fundmg of the "Every Other 
Sunday Night Supper Club." The club, intended 
not only as a social entity but as a means of 
communicatior. and a forum, was granted 
recognition. 
Fi nall v, Barry Kaufmann, representing the 
Academic Policies Committee, announced that the 
Community Council has. decided to retain the 
present grading· system at 'ieast to the year's end. 
w' • 
.. ~ :. ·a:ttempts<or -',the tert1Pt8tion's' to·. alienate his not ~mmented' ~pon: . , . . ; • . ,•, , · , He asked ·.that .student input be. 111ade ,t0 either, 
himself or· the Chairperson of the Committee; · 
Judy Samilow. ' 
African and Mozambican personality. Because 'i:1 lhe Executive Board Report, Student Body 
he forges himself a new culture in the liberation President Greg Davis stated that several students 
struggle, he fell as a combatant. It is obviously 
easy to accuse the Portuguese colonialists and 
the agents of imperialism, their allies, of the 
abominable cri_me comlllitted against the person 
of Eduardo Mondlane, against the people of 
Mozambique and against Africa. They were the 
African Liberation Benefit 
Crouse. 
1COMMENT 
In an unprecedented gesture 
of support of students for the 
case of African Liberation and 
the struggle for Universal 
African Independence now being 
waged in Zimbabwe (Southern 
Rhodesia), Angola, 
Mozambique, Guinea- Bissau, 
Namibia (South West Africa) 
For addit10nal information, 
i,lease call any of the following 
t e 1 ephone numbers: 4 7 6-5 541 
(Ext; 4633. 4637 pr 3814); 
635-3072 or 478-6750. 
Looking For A 
'1 ~~ :;t,~ "-.J n, __ ,J;.,,_~.-e-n··. 
! ~~ ~. ·,---e ~~...,~ ~~ ~· . 
't!•t:~ ;~~.~~ ~-~~ ~:~I ,:;:f~ ; .. ·~: ~-~i ~:,:~ ~I 1 
I' ; I 
" . 
; 
·-... .... ·' 
· By Frank J. Cappiello 
arid Michael T. Williams 
On Saturday, January 27th at 7 and 9 o'clock, 
films on Marine Corps Officer Training will be 
shown in Textor' ·102. Admission is' free and the 
whole campus, students, faculty and -staff are 
invited to attend. 
Many students have gr~ss misconceptions of the 
Marine Corps· and the. purpose of its rigorous 
training schedule. These films show definitely why 
the Marines are known to be the finest and most 
battleready combat forces in the world. To be a 
member of this elite society of ·men (a standing 
force of. 190,0QO ~.en) .is. a _µQiq_u~ ..tr.a~iition and 
honor, which many people do not understand or 
comprehend. T)l~se . fjlms. perpetFat~. the many 
myths that surround Officer Training and reveals 
the !~~ths ohvhat being an offfcer in the Corps 
means. 
All students, both ·male and female ·alike are 
invited to talk· to · the Marine Corps Selection 
Team; that will· lfo visiting· ·the Ithaca College 
Campus· on January 29', jQ ·and 31st. The· Marine 
· Corps officer training programs offer opportunities 
for scholarships, civilian pilo_ts Jic·ense · and law 
programs. · · · 
The films to be shown Saturday' evening are not 
intended to be used as a recruitment device, just 
for for informational and edu.1:at~on;il. purposes 
. only.· If you· entertain· the slightest interest ·or 
curiosity, please come· and find out'for yourself 
and see what the M'al:ine Corps is all about. 'A few 
Ithaca College students who are currently Marine 
Corps Officer Candidat.es will_ Qe. there to_answer 
. questions Y.OU might have about . Marine· Corps 
training. 
- and South Africa,Students for an 
A ft0.•Am.erioan . Soci"et,y at 
Syraeu·s·e ,Univ·ersit,y ·are 
sponsoring a mammoth benefit 
to be held on January 29 at 8:00 
P.M. in the 8000 seat Onondaga 
County War Memorial, Syracuse, 
N'.Y' · 
. ' 
According to McArthur Sulliv-
an, a member of the Central 
Committee of the Student 
Afro-American Society, the aim 
of the program is to raise the 
consciousness. of Black-
Amerj?a.i:is .with; 'j-espect ,to the . ·. 
strdu.gg1~ l f?
1
r. 1 f~~ed<?,n;t, i~ .~01:1tp,1 , 
an ~,nr~ ~fQCil. : , 
Tp.e . exe.rit' is also ex·pec"ted .i:'o 
serve . :is." _a ·'rallying point for 
noteAArn~r,can stars and public 
figures· who have refused to 
appear .fo s·outfi Ainca, and-h~ve 
declined generous offers by 
Sou th African Promoters. 
Scheduled to app·~ar are 
Muhamn:i(;d Ali, Afro·American 
Folk Si1,1ger, Odetta ·and 'several 
area . group,s 'in.clud,ing ,Jam 
Factory, T~e Soµl Generation 
and Ta,rika Blue. 
Tickets at $5.50, S4.50, and 
$3.SO ;will go on sale January l S, 
1973 at the Afro-American 
Cultural C~nter, Syracuse 
University, 104 Wainiii""Place·, or 
at ·the Black Student.·Union· of 
Syracuse University, 911 S. 
fRANICLYSPEAICING 
.. , .. , 
'/1111. 
··~EMeM~~ ·TI\OMONrn6 HOW 
HAPPV. WE .'WER.E .11-IAT ·WE'b° WON 
300 FROZEN· PIZZAS?' 
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in your throat 
is only emotion. 
One 0f the best things you 
can do to keep in good health is 
to hn\'e ;i checkup. 
The reason's simple. Cancer 
- 1f detecced early enough-
can often he cured. So even 1f 
y0ur checkup does reveal a 
problem. you·\'e probably 
caught It early enough to do 
,omechmg ahout it. 
Your checkup probably won ·c 
rewal nnythmg serious. Most 
people whc> ha\'e checkups 
d1sw\'er they ·re in rretty good 
health 
So ha,·e n checkur Reguh1rly. 
Fmd our vou·re in better sh;ire 
than \'L)U think vou are 
We want 
to wipe out cancer· 
in your , 
lifetime.· 
Givetothe ! American ·, 
Cancer Society ~ · · 
• 
A PRESENCE MIS·SED 
will remember ·.the· ·overcoat and scarf, the 
brief-case in hand, and the shuffled step to the 
front of the hushed classroom. Never late, and, 
with a single excepfiori, never missing a class. The 
overcoat draped over a chair, and .. fhe brown 
leather brief-case to the desk top. A glance surveys 
the room and. the soft voice, "Is there a lecturn in 
the room?". In a moment he is out the door, and 
moments later he has returned with the brown 
plywood frame. The brief-case opens: the text? 
pages ·browned with use, the binding split in two 
or three places; the rubber band, holding the pages 
together, is removed and placed to the side; the 4 
X 5 black. covered notebook; the same browned 
pages (these covered with hand scrawled notes); 
the rubber band slides off. He silently flips the 
pages; squinted eyes and hand to jaw. A glance to 
the clock, and the computer class list appears from 
brown leather. 
Pen gripped lightly, and the names are read; last 
name first; first name formal. "Does anybody 
know Patricia Albertson?" A frown in the silence 
and an x scrat.ched on the clean sheet. 
The class list folded and away, the text in hand; 
the throat cleared. "Will you read for next 
time ... ";_ the silence; his eyes squint; his tongue 
pierces his lips and withdraws; '.' ... Chapter -17, in 
which we will observe the new rise in Rationalism 
in Japanese thought which accompanies the 
Ne9-Confucianist influence of Chinese philosophy 
upon Japan." 
The notebook now. His words come slowly and 
thoughtfully. A phrase begins; stops-abruptly as he 
glances to the window. 
In the few magical moments his tiny eyes dart 
back and forth, searching for the words across 
rolling hills. They come, and in unison the 
students jot them down; they echo with profound 
beauty: simple thoughts mounted in a jeweled 
setting. His beady eyes twinkle as the class 
completes the scribbling. 
His chiseled 'features remind me of the classic 
Roman sculptures; his suit pants gather folds by 
his shoes; and he adjusts the handkerchief in 
his suit coat pocket. . 
The hour passes. As a point has been made. he 
pauses, turning to the window. 
''Years ago .. ", he begins an anecdote. an 
amusing story, a well planned joke. a memory 
shared with younger minds. Our arrogance fades: 
our expertise on his parenthetical subject is 
forgotten as we are revealed a simple and 
beautifully personal observation or- a mentally 
retarded child, an official of · the · Church. an _, 
Oriental friend, a walk through a London park. 
Life and love are reborn in the matters we have 
spent semesters fragmenting and analyzing in other 
disciplines. And who are we to share in this Truth 
of the human experience? How are we the ones 
chosen to hear his Wisdom? We must only learn to 
listen. 
"Does anyone have any questions?" his eyes 
dart across the class as the hour ends. 
"Well .. ", and the notebook closes and rubber 
band stretches across the black cover, " ... then 
we'll stop for today." 
With squinted eyes, the ritual continues; the 
nbber band settles around· the text, and the 
briefcase closes to snap shut. 
The class. files out the door, many P!!USing to 
ask a question or share a thought, The others gone,- · 
I stand to leive. He smiles arid asks softly, "Havl: · .· 
you had a chance to see any of thes'e Wo.rld Series : · 
games?" 
His eyes glance out the window as he buttons 
his overcoat and smoothes over his scarf. 
"They really have been something ... " 
And as we talk we. leave the room and walk 
together until we must go different ways. He 
smiles and his eyes twinkle once more as he bids 
me good l>ye, and he is down the hall; shuffling 
steps with brief case in hand. 
The thoughts of James A. Kelsey 
(Editor's n~te: Difficulties beyond our control 
prevented the publication of this tribute to Dr. 
Grant last week. We of the Ithacan. share our 




\\'IN FIVE DOLLARS CASH 
or choose 
-~ 
Cloud Dragon Craft's is Expanding! 
TEN DOLLARS WORTH OF :\lERCHANDISE lrom: 
Look for our new lines of quality knitting 
yarns, Block Printing Supplies, and the 
largest selection of Silk Screen Supplies 
CLOUDDRAGONCRAF~ 
148 E. STATE STREET 
ITHACA, :-.:.Y. l-!-850 
CAPTIONS MUST BE RECIEVED 
BY NOON-WEDNESOA Y 
in town. 
Plus· we still have locally made Rugs 
Cand,les and finished ci:afts for sale 
on consigm:rient and supplies for; 
Candlemaking, Macrame, Stained Glass, 
Dei::oupage, Rugmaking & Needlecrafts, 
Beer & Wine;i'taking, Batik, Tie-dying,· 
llottle_'!=uttinlt, Beadcrafts, Origami, and 
Glass Stain Paints. 
PHONE: 273-1030 
•.•••.•....•.....••••.••••.....••••..••••.... ~ ..... 




: <::::::,c ~ 
. ~·: 
Egbert t,Jnion Contest Box 
Ithacan Mail Slot- West Tower Basement'. 
Downtown at Cloud Dragon Crafts · 
: c:=:::><· 
: · ADDRESS .... . ··"·········· ........ ................ g: ~ If you decide to mail your entry, 
: c:::::::::>< :- address your entry to:CAPTION 
:· CAPTION ....................................... , .. : .. g! CO'.\iTEST EDITOR Ithacan : :§sH P.ublishing _Co._ Inc.,._ Ithaca .c~,lege, 
:· <::::::><. Ith"aca~ N.Y. 14850. · ' 
: ·····················u··.·······························u·· <:=:.,<: The_ most original, humorous and/or 
: g: appropriate caption will win. Er,~er as· ~ 
: ·· ..... ···················,················ .. ······ .. ···· ~: many times as you like. ,_,.j 
. .. - ~,:. . . ~·:'-: .::.:..:.~j: 
. ' .. . ,. . -~ ,~.,.:-"'.; :.: .. · ~ .. ,:- ' .. 
:, 
.:, __ ,.t: ' . , ,.~· ,, .. ,, 
FREE CLASSIFIEDS 
Sigma Alpha Iota, o professional 
music fraternity, Invites all 
women music students. to their 
first Informal tush party on 
Tuesday January 30, 7-9p.m. In 
Terrace 9A. A worl(s!lop 
presentation on music In 'the 
llves of chlldren wlll also take 
_place. · 
PHOTO EQUIPMENT: Buy, sell, 
trade, rent, and repair. Ithaca 
Photo, 11 D W. Green. Free 
parking. 
HELP WANTED: Business 
minded student needed to sell 
travel programs for Spring 
Recess and summer 
trans-A tla ntlc fl tghts. For 
Interview send name, address, 
year in school and phone 
number to J.R.N. 617 Tacoma 
Avenue, Buffalo, New York 
14216 -
SKI BOOTS·Humanic size 9m 
and SOLAR SKIS 190 cm. Each 
under $25. Call Bert 272-7334 
Thanks Forums and Issues of 
Student Activities Board and 
President's Host for helping in 
making Monday night's 
performance of Kreskln 
GREAT! 
Chairwoman 
For Sale: Short skis with 
bindlhgs; poles, deluxe new 
Rieker boi:>u,,slze. 6W, -lined with 
lambskin~ two pair ski panb, all 
for $~ · or separately, Maggie 
Range, x 3388. · 
Interested in good health? Raw' 
fruit and vegetable Juices-any 
variety and combination 
available. Free delivery-Call 
273-9427. 
Dormitory Residenb-earn some 
bread. Be campus rep. for best 
dry cleaner In town. Call 
manager 272·2488 before 2 p.m. 
Bring your date to 
H~!~S 
for a ~reat time 
A delicous corned ·het>f 
Ride desparately needed to 
PenState-Univenity Park, Pa. on 
Feb. 2 and back Feb. 4'. Will 
share e,cpenses and driving. Call 
Betsy at x3631 o,r 273-9754 
Dear ZIPS; After a long 
period of no cheering; your fans 
are proud to be able to cheer for 
you again ... "Mama Leah, had 
some kids on the Volley Ball 
team .... " 
Your Sisters 
WANTED TO BUY: A used 
back pack in good condition 
Call Peter at x670. 
Dear Mr. Arrogant; 
In response to your question: 
After consulting with a w Ide 
range of females we have come 
to the concluslon that not 
everyone Is superman hiding 
· behind Clark Kent's glasses. An, 
You? Oh well, I guess we will 
have to settle for second best. 
SKI WHITE FACE·.Bus leaves 
Feb 23. Returns Feb 25. $46.0D 
covers room, board, and busfare. 
Call 272-6209 for more 
information. 
Large House with 3 other girls. 
All have private room and 
bathroom. All furnished in 
excellent condition. Centrally 
located. to everything. Call 
273-3369 or 'stop by 215 Linn 
Street. $7S:oo without utilities. 
WANTED: Typists for the 
Ithacan. Your Help Is really 
needed. Call Andra x207 6-10 
Mondays and Tuesdays or x52B 
and thanks for reading this. 
Room to sublet; modern 3 
bedroom apartment; West Hill 
area; reasonable price; utilities 
except electricity includes all. 




""''"sandwkb-uad a ... -. · . . · -b - · · 
.·'!.·:-.-.· ,~ ',,. - ·.-w · ... -fi~;-:- ,.- ····-COR.1.""'0RATION · ~ -·-potato knish w1 · 
start off the evenin~ 
Open 6:,,o·'a.m.-8p.m. 
115 N. Aurora St. 
-'lh l:ul 51.ih .=:tr .. I 
For All Your 
Printing Needs 










YOU CAN EAT 
s 1so 
· . Good food, family prices, children welcome 
-~~-5.:: . .-... -. 
----------
•• .; .·.,:·., - :- .• ·J·, 
IFC .NEWS 
. - . 
By Judy Haber 
The Inter-Fraternity Council 
has just elected their new 1973 
officers. The I.F.C. is looking 
forward to a productive and 
exciting ye·ar for the entire 
Greek community. The new 
I.F.C. members would like to 
extend to . .the past officers and 
members of the I.F .C. a hearty 
"Thank you" for a terrific job 
done. The l 973 officers of the 
Ithaca College Inter-Fraternity 
Council are: President- Terry 
Brookins, Vice President- Leslie 
Berman, Treasurer- Pete Mills, 
and Secretary- Judy Haber. 
Current Greek News: 
The sisters of Gamma Delta Pi 
are proud to announce the 
election of their new officers. 
They are as follows: President-
Mich ale n e George; Vice 
President- Beth Marcus; 
Recording Secretary- Julie 
Bellissimo; Corresponding 
Secretary - Rosemary Persons; 
Treasurer- Rhonda, "The. 
walking calculator", Lewy; 
Social Chairman- Debbie 
Soloway; Service Chairman-
Patti Berg; Chancellor- for her 
second term, Marcy "Die-Hard" 
Regan; Chaplain- Valerie 
Hanson; Historian- "Miss 
Instamatic Flash-Cube of 1973", 
Wendy Mundee; Fund Raising 
Chairman- Val Pinto; Pledge 
Mistress- Gina Sheridan; Rush 
Chairman- Betsy Ross; Assistant 
R u s h C h a i r m a n - S a r a ·h 
Montgomery; and I.F.C. 
Representative- Judy Haber. 
,-
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happy to announce that the 
· · werkPn<l of FPhruary ~nd is our 
-Sorority Weekend. our biggest 
social event of the year. This 
year we will be celebrating at the 
Sheraton Inn with cocktails. 
dinner. hve entertainment and 
dancing. It"s going to be a great 
time and we are all really 
psyched. We feel it only fair to 
\\'arn all you guys out there- You 
just better beware! 
The Inter-Fraternity C'oundl 
would like to remind e\'eryone 
that rush has started. The rush 
programs that the fraternities 
and sororities are offering are 
exc11111g and promise to be the 
best ever! Rush has started- GO 
GREfi.:! 
news shorts . 
-------.. -
TALENTED ???? WANT TO WRITE ???? 
Anyone interested in writing movie reviews for The Ithacan should 
leave their name and phone number in The lthacan's West Tower 
office. All those hiding their talents come forth. 
COMPETITION OPEN FOR LEHMAN FELLOWSHiPS 
The State Education· Department announced today that 3Q 
Herbert H. Lehman Graduate Fellowships in the Social Sciences and 
Public and International Affairs would be awarded on a competitive 
basis for use in September 1973. Established by the I 965 Legislature 
to honor former Governor Lehman, these fellowships are made for 
graduate study in universities in New York State. 
Residency in New York is not required, says Sherman Tinkelman, 
Assistant Commissioner for examinations and scholarships. but U.S. 
citizenship is required. Eligible fields of graduate study include city 
and regional planning, economics, political science, governm~nt. 
public administration and policy, sociology. international affair~. 
Each fellowship will cover a period of up to four years and carry a 
value of up, to $ I 9 ,OOp. , . • . • • • ._ : 
. To .be e~igi~le, stu~entS must ~ve rece1vect...i l:!ac.calaureate degri:~ 
no later than Septembet 1973 ~nd may not have entered up($~ 
graduate study by the tim'e of application. · · ·· · '· · 
Application forms may be requested directly from the Regents 
Examination and Scholarship Center, State Education Department, 
Albany, N.Y. 12224. Deadline for receiving completed applications 
and credentials is March 15, 1973. 
Awards from this competition are conditional upon funding by 
the current session of the Legislature, Tinkelman cautioned, and 
announcement of the results of the competition will be withheld 
until after Legislative action. 
We, of Gamr:,a Delt, are also-----------------------------, 
University 
Delicatessen 
-= .. ·p0 <'·"··.·--.-:'.hou,s .·,.·. 
e 24 d·I n a,y 
Sat. Closing - 3a.m. 
M.«1clow Court 
Shell 
3/ 7 N. Meadow St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Jerry Holden, Mgr. 
All Types of Repairs 
NYS /l'f~CllON STA 110N 
'i72-2288 





"HAPPY'S HOUR .. 
Friday and Saturday 3-7 -p.m. 
Pit ch er of Bud-
~1ost Mixed Drink~ 
$1.00 
soc 
Bloody Marys 3 - 7 p.m. Sat. 50c 
Daily Specials Beer 25c until 7P .M. 
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Wrestling Room.Hill Center 
7:30 p.m. ' 
L~cture--"The' Position of 
Women in Judaism" · 
Crossroads,Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. 
Play- American College Theatre 
Festival-"La Turista'' 
Main Theatre, 8: I 5 p. m. 
SAD Bridge Tourney 
Union DeMotte Room 
SAD Billiards Finals 
Union Games Room 
SAD Ches.., Finals 
Union Job Room 
Folksingers: Brian and Walt 
New Crossroads, 'I r.111. lo 
midnight 
Student Recital 
Walter Ford llall, I r 111. 
Shabbat Dinner 
Union DcMollc Room,5 p.111. 
J.V .Basketball-Cornell v~ Ithaca 
Gym,6:15 p.m. 
Varsity Basketball-Clarkson vs 
Ithaca 
Gym,8: 15 p.m. 
Play-American College Theatre 
Festival-"The Mandrake" 
Main Theatre,l'.i\.Bu1ld1ng,X. I<; 
p.m. . 
ltl\aca College Concert Band 




Textor 102,7 and 'I p.m .. l'1l'l' 
Folksingerr-Glo Wchel 
New Cr o s ~ r o a lh. 'I Io I 2 
midnight 
Fellowship of Athletes 
Hill Swimming Pool. I I .-IS .1 111 
Student Recital 
Ford Hall,2 p.111. 
Swimming-Geneseo vs lthac;1 
Hill Center 4 p.m. 
J.V.Basketball-Hobart vs Ithaca 
Gym.6: 15 p.m 
Catholic Mass 





Cliff's Notes help you think 
. for yourself In literature. 
lillJl'::.,,:.i,-.......,a They're written by 






plays and poems. 
More than 200 
titles always avail-
able at your book-
sellers. Sentt for 
FREE title llat ••• add 1511 and we'll 
Include a handy, reuJ&t>le, water-
proof drawstiing book bag. Cliff's 
Notes, Inc., Lincoln, Nebr. 88501. 
., 
EcoloQJ ••• -·,.wOll<lltgonlU 
0uf1ng the peat 14,..,. Cliff• 
. Nola ha ...s cm, 2,400,000 tona 




Varsity Basketball-Hobart V!> Ithaca 
Play-American College Theatre 
Festival-" A Long Days 
Journey into Night" 
/sum 
SAD Film-"The Fox" 
Textor 102,7 and 'J.:HJ p.m. 
SAB Ping Pong Tourney 
Union c;..imes Room,1-5 p.m. 
Blue Grass Music:Front Door 
Backstep 
New ('ro~sroad~.'Jp.m to 12 
nudnighl 
Pmtestant Worship 
Choral Room,l'ord llall,11 a.m. 
Catholic Ma'is 
fo,d Hall, I I a.m.,Coffeehouse,S 
p.m. 
Play-American College Theatre 
festival "Salvation" . 
Main Thcalrc.l'.i\.Bu1ldmg,2 
p.111, 
SA B Ping Pong Tourney 
Union (;;1111L's Room,7-10 p.m 
Yoga Class Meeting 
l.,;ncnds 204,<,:30 p.111. 
SAB Concert-Buddy Rich 
Ford llall X:30 p.111..11..:kets 
$ 2 50.l 1ckl'lS m·c.:s,ary 
l)o Your Own Thing Night 
(·w~sroa;ls.Bnng your own pain I 
hrush.'1 p.111. 
Sigma Alpha Iota Informal Rush 
J".:1 r.1rc 'I I\ 7-'1 p.111 .•• dl wo111c1i 
111th1<· sllldl'nh 111vill'd 
Karate Cluh 
W1,·,1l111g R,H1111,Jldl ('l'11t,·1. 
7.30 I' 111 
Wom<·n, ll,iskl'l h.dl-l'ot~d.1111 v, 
11 lla<-.1 
(;ym.-1 p 111 
Karate Cluhll1II ('<'lll<'r.7·30 
p Ill. 
Var,ily Basl...ctball-Cortland v~ 
Ithaca 
(;ym,X p.111 .J \' h· I:'> p.111 
Meeting of Christian Science 
Organization of IC 
Cot I<',.11<111 S<'. R ,, w I.ind 11,111.7 
p.m. 
Chenw,try Seminar 




Ford !lall.Frel'.Tid,~ts m~c~ssary 
Old Time Flicks 
New Crossrnads.'1.10. and 11 
p.m.Jree 
Israeli Dancing 
Da nee Studio.Hill Centl'r. 7: 30 
p.m. 
Karate Club 
Wrestling Room.Hill Cl'nlt'r 
Ski Club 
Science 202,7 p.m. 
Gamma Delta Pi Rush 
Casino Night.Terrace l/ 8.8 p.m. 
Delta Kappa Rush 
Terrace 6 B,9 p.m. 
/ 
By Doug Sahadi 
Rememhcr those fun-filled 
days in the earl}' 60's when life 
was hut a dream, when all you 
c.:ould think of doing was fooling 
around with the gang from the 
lime you woke up till the time 
when Mom would call you in for 
dinner'?Those days were so very 
fine. But just as a neat little 
exercise, let's all put our heads 
together and see what kind of 
picture we can come up with. 
The first thing that comes to 
my mind is T. V. l{ememberl'm 
Dickens, He's Fenster starring 
John Asten and Marty Engels, 
brought to you by ... ? They 
came on at 9:00 on the ABC 
Network. :lemember when you 
used to have to put in a bid if 
you wanted to stay up past 9:00 
to watch a T.V. show? Even 
then, Dad always made up the 
excuse that Sing Along With 
Mitch was on for an hour and a 
ha If . . . and that's what he 
wanted to watch. 
Some of the all-time great 
T. V. shows on the tube then 
( t,hat are now "those good ole 
re runs") were Cheyenne with 
Clint w·alker, Route 66 with 
Martin Milner and Alejandro 
Key, McHales Navy with Earnest 
B. and Joe F., Mr_ Novak with 
James FrJnciscus, and The Man 
From U.N.C.L.E. with David' 
M..:Callum and Robert Vaughn. 
l)o you remember who the head 
of U N.C.L.E. was'?-- none other 
titan Topper (Leo G. Carroll) 
. do you remember him? I 
llwughl that the Saint Bernard 
dog 111 Topper was really great 
probably because 1t was the first 
d isappeanng dog act that I'd 
L'Ver !-.t.~~n. 
And of course, we .:an 't forget 
tit,· Jnwzing WJlter Brennan v.ho 
w J s J p pc aring 1:1 just about 
l'VC1 y west<!rn and farm story 
goinl,!. Ill' also had a show back 
111 Septemlwr of 1964 called The 
Tycoon (i!" you can remember 
thb s..:ril's, you'r< rl'ally doing 
p1c'tly goOlL!) 
l'hosc' Wl'l"L' the days 
l-=-th=hc..::=-:::u=r-=ss:c__ _ _] 
Riding Club 
Friends 208. 7: 30.movie 
Tau Alpha Mu-Unrush Party 
Terrace -l- A.~l:30 p.m. 
Baske1ball-RIT vs Ithaca 
Varsity.8:15 p.m . .J.V. 6:15 p.111. 
Ski Club Pictures 
4p.m. 
Gamma Delta Pi·Drawing for 
Raffle 
Terrace Dining Hall.5 :45 p.111. 
··H EA O ·s-- TOPOFTHELINE PHOTO PRODUCTS 
/ / I I \ ('L.k ~1top 
·CORNER OF ST.ATE 
AND AURORA 
272 - · 8090. 
\ \ I ' ',. 
Ithaca College---
Believe It Or Not· 
By Ambrosia Potts 
Believe It Or Not. .. 
... The President of the United States has "seen the 
light" and lifted the wage freeze. When will Ithaca 
College "see the light." 
... Due to the closing of CMI over the holiday 
vacation , the majority of employees noted a 
definite gain in weight. The exceptions were those 
with short lunch periods or inadequate 
transportation, who could get to and from local 
eating establishments, but had no time left to eat. 
... When revising the Campus Guide it is Ithaca· 
College policy to change the building numbers 
more often than the pictures. 
... The Ralph Nader of Ithaca College is gi.V:..,1g up 
and going to greener pastures ... The Coordinator 
of the Coordinator of the Coordiator of 
Coordinators is coordinating a .coordinati()n,: 
lecture on Coordination Coordinators. T,his of , -
course was initiated by the Ad Hoc Committee• 
headed by "Power Mad Maggie." 
... Physical Plant has its own hot air supply. 
... Some students define Valentine as "The dorm 
they got, after the dorm they saw." 
... CMI is looking forward to many years of fine 
food and good service--we think they need a new 
optician. · 
... The most common phrase heard by the 
president's secretary is "long distance calling." 
...The only people who have been playing games in 
the Union Game Room are those who are building 
it. 
... Due to the shortage of parking spaces, college 
students and employees may have to resort to 
bicycles and motor bikes Can you imagine Leo 
Tracy on a Honda? 
... Due to the recent budget cut the Equestrian 
Club will be riding Jersey cows instead of horses. 
... Due to the shortage of space, all rest rooms in 
Muller Faculty Building are being converted into 
offices, but never fear, port-a-johns .will be placed. 
at regular intervals along the hallways. 
This week's recognition goes to the College 
secretaries and their fruitless efforts. We dedicate 
this song to you. 
SECRETARY'S LAMENT 
(based on the show tune'"There's No Business 
Like Show Business") 
Oh! 
There's no business like-college business 
Like no business I know 
Where else can you get so darn mistreated 
Or feel the horror of professor's curse . 
Where else can you get that certain feeling 
That you are dealing with introverts 
'cause 
There's no people like college people 
They frown even when glad 
Yesterday they told you you would not go far 
That your work is so under par · 
Then their option's dropped 
And it's you ihat hardy hars 
And that's, that's how it goes 
Oh! 
There's no business like college business 
Like no business I know 
The money that they give you comes in handy., 
lf you're a nudist or too fat to eat 
And if you're looking for disorganization 
This organization can't be beat 
'cause 
There's no people like college people . ,. 
In truth nothing but kooks 
They hand you 20 pages and they thing they're kind 
It's for a test ... but now take your time 
Then they add it's five-of. .. l don't need it 'ti! nine-· 
And that's, that's how it goes. - ' 




I. C. TELEVISION 
,.:d an outkt for all your creatiw abilities·.• The lthal·a College 
k1·1s16n station. lC'TV is interested in YOll! If \"OU lra,·e an id~a 
r a TV program to be produced. we'll help you g~t your ideas into 
ouon, and help produce that show for you. Regardless of what 
ur major may be. if you "re interested in producing a TV show. or 
·t have an idea for a show. IC'TV is interested in helpii~ you get 
ose ideas into action. Any program ideas may be submitted to 
Barry Loper, Station Manager 277-0413 
l:d Libonatti, Program Director 277-0873 
IC KARATE AND PLAY ON TV 
ICTV is in full gear this semester with its preparation of television 
1L1duction for the Ithaca community. A karate demonstration will 
c taped in our college studios Friday Jan. 26, at I :30. and on 
a turday Jan. 2 7, there will be an all day taping of "Carbones .. , a 
udent play set in the early I 900's. Observers are welcome in the 
tservation room to view the taping of these shows. All shows 
roduced at Ithaca College will be aired starting Sunday Feb. 4, 
973. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
East Hill Elementary Scholl needs volunteers to help with after 
hool sports with elementary school age children. Sports include 
skctball,Archery,track,soccer,baseball and group games. Anyone 
terested wlio is willing to spent one afternoon a week from 
5,contact Suzie Ensign at East Hill School,274-2229. 
BUSINESS MEET1NG 
he IC Speech and Hearing Association will hold a business meeting 
t 7 p.m. in Friends I 08. After the meeting 2 movies will be shown. 
FILMS - FILMS 
ow do you get a peace-loving nation to accept a foreign war and 
o,ecute it vigorously? 
partial answer to this question will be supplied by four free films 
onsored by SAB in connection with CHS 208: War and the 
pular Arts in America, 1942-1972. These films will be presented in 
I 03 on the following days: 
Sergeant York, Tuesday, Jan. 23rd, 7:00 and 9:20 
North Star Tuesday, Jan. 30th, 7 :00 and 9: 20 
lhtchcock's Saboteur Tuesday, Feb. 6th, 7:00 and 8:45 
Guadalcanal Diary, Tuesday, Feb. 13th, 7:00 and 8:45 
. ·/ 
Buddy Rich,the world reknown rlrummer will appear this Tuesday 
evening at 8: 30 p.m. in Ford Hall Auditorium. He is a showman ... a 
consummate dedicated artist of today,whose career began back in 
the days of vaudeville. 
Tickets are available at Egbert Union. Admission is $2.50 with IC ID 
and $3,00 at the door 
·, 
REGAL NOTES 
UNDERSTAND PLAYS. NOVELS AND POEMS 
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES 
We're new and we're the b1gest 1 Thousands of 
topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our 
subjects include not only English, but Anthro• 
pology, Art, Blaclc Stud,es, Ecology, Eco· 
nomica, Education, Hittory, Low, Music, 
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, 
Religion, Science, Soc,ology and Urbon Prob• 
lems. Send S2 for your catalog of top,cs avail-
able, 
REGAL NOTES 
3160 "0" Street, H. W. 
Waahingtoa, D. C. 20007 
.Tel hone: 202-333,0201 
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"The Mechanic" Hard At Work 
By Sue Aloisi 
.. In this hox art' thl' lllllls of his tra'tll'. lk has 
more th:iti a dozen w;1ys t,, kill .md the,· worl-. 
... Ti1ey·l·all him THF l\ll'Cll.\Nll'..... . 
This ,·apt ion· ;il,ov.: was takl'll fwm thl' 111,lVt<' 
hillboanl of Charles Bronsons· lakst thrilkr THE 
MECHANIClt ;imply lil'Sl'rihl·s lhl' g1•lll!!-~ on in 
this U111t.:tl Artists rl'!l•asl·--and 111 .11! honl'Sly. 
killing land llw nwny ways ll> d,, it) 1s llw nanw or 
the gam<'. 
Bronsons' rok as Arthur Bishop--a highly paid 
"l-:lit" man 111 an unnamt·d lnt,·rnal11111al 
'Organization· lhow fortunall' f,,r l'lhni<' lkknsl' 
leagues) doesn"t Sl't'm lo haw ml·lanwrplwsi1.l'd 
from his rok in th.: Yalachi l'ap,·rs. IWWl'VL"l 
miracles don't h,1pp,·n owrn1ghl. lk ts a~ 
photogenic as ever. and h1~ env1n111111,·nts (or 
settings) bring out th<.' h,·st in thl' man. 
The plot of this film 1s fairly uncomplt,·aktl. 
fast moving, colorful. uml light. Arlhur Bishop has 
learnec. the tradl' fronrilis tkc.:asL·tl fat lwr and is 
working for the Organil:Jt ion. I k worl-.s a ton,· 
until after the se..:ond murder m till' 111ov1,·. after 
which :he son of his vidim ..:onvinces Bishop to 
make him an 'associate'. During parts of lht· film 
Bronson acts as an instructor to Bl'ach hy blond 
co-star Jan Michael Vincent (Steve McKenna in lhl' 
flick). Untortunately for Bishop, h..- is too adl'pl lll 
his instruction but his un..:anny instind gives 111111 
the upper hand in the end. Bishop anti Mdi.,·1rna 
are suited well as associates. allhou!!h 1h,·1r 
psyi:hulog1cal make-up J111'c1~. Bishop " ,1 
Kreskin 
By Kerry S . 
Mentalism?-- Hocus l'ocus!-Utter nonsense! 
There must be a gimm1..:k; a hitltlcn ratlio, plants in 
the audience, or trickery. Thc~e thoughts all ran 
through my heatl before I ~aw the Amazrng 
Kreskin on Monday Jan. 22. Now I fir111 ly helteve 
in the powers of the mintl wh1r.:h r.:an he tkvelopctl 
in· the art of thought reading and mental 
suggestion So professional was Kre~k,n I don't 
think anyone in the capacity crowd walked out of 
Ford Hall without feeling lolally 1nvolvcrJ w1lh 
experiences of the mintl. 
Although Kreskin tentletl to talk Loo 111ur.:h 
about his own hfc, his stones and fcats kfl Lhe 
audience mesmerized. Besides hcmg a fairly gootl 
comedian and a bit overdramallc, Kreskm put on 
one helluva show. The first half of the program 
was primarily devoted to the showing of hi\ 
mental powers. His brain woultl receive message\ 
about personal things from members of the 
audience. After the persons revealed themselves, 
p!llf°t'ss1onal-nml. efficient, and lethal, however he 
doesn ·1 kill for pleasure-that's his job. Underneath 
llwl hunk of a man is a vortex of guilt, fear and a 
Ill'l'd lo he nt'eded. McKenna, on the other hand, is 
a super punk who enjoys killing for- . the 
pkasurt· of killing-in one segment he watches as 
l11s girl-fril•hJ i"limmits suicide in front of hin1 and 
hl' walL'ht's her ;1s she drips away. I felt that 
Vi nc l'll I handled lhe characterization well-an 
1>1llll'l' ,,f good looks makes up for every pound of 
.1h1lily ... On lhl' whole it makes for an interesting 
d1,1rackr sludy. 
I felt lhal lh,• film w;1s well put together. The 
p.1l'i111• wa~ qurll' L'Xciling, and you didn't feel as if 
you w t' 1 ,. ghrl'd Io t ht' seat for four hours even 
!hough 11 was a lwo hour film. Due to the good 
musical scor,· ( nllnplim,·nls of Jerry Fielding) and 
th,• d1,nl'lio11 of di1t'L'lor Michael Winner, suspense 
was susl.1inL'd lhrnughoul fhe entire show and 
,·omil· 1,·lil'I. ,·;1111,· about during an incredible. 
molorl'yL°ll' s,·quL·n,·,·s and lht' panoramic shots are·· 
a ,·rL·dil ll> Richard Kimi.". arid the setting.~ were a 
kasl for hungry l'Y<'S (if you're never seen the 
W,·sl ( 'oasl. Napks. or people heing burned alive at 
dos,· rangL' ). 
If you all' looh.ing for a relatively exciting 
I h I ilkr, ,·n1oy St'L'ing plL'lll y of electrical apparatus, 
nlllrdL'l ll'l'hniqul's, beautiful ecenery, chase 
wqUL'llL'l'S and a dynamite ending-by all 
111,·.1ns-giVl' The Mechanic a whirl. Who knows, 
you 111:1y L'VL'n lil-.c 11. 
Amazes 
Kre~kin delved further into their mintls and came 
up with hirlhdale~. inwgcs, places, and people 
which had personal relevance and meaning to the 
suh1ecb. The whole experience was totally 
fasc111al1ng. Bel ore intermission, K resk1n gave his 
check for lhc night's enlcrla1n111cnl to four 
arh1Lr,1ry people Imm the Jutliencc. Ile told them 
to hirJe tl anywhc1c Ill the room. Three people 
c~corted hi111 off,lage Lo Ins rJressing room while 
the lour allc111plcd lo hide the r.:hcck. When 
Krc~k,n returned, hc 1nfo1111ed us that rf he could 
nol find the chcr.:k through the use of his mental 
powers. thc evening'\ entertainment would be free 
for Lhc college. Withrn three minutes he located 
l he h1tlrng place anti the audience applauded 
wiltlly. The ~econtl half was devoted not to 
hypnotism, which Kreskm doesn't believe in, but 
to the power of sllggcht1on while the participants 
were witlc awake. The results were quite humorous 
anti entertaining,_All in all, it proved to be an 
exciting evening, ... or was it? 
'It:~ ··-= . -~· . :e-: :ere"!~°"-
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"FREE PRESTONE SPRAY WAX" 
S S cent value 
WITH THIS COUPON 
.t PURCHASE OF CAR WASH 
. "' . .. . 
Automatic Car Wash &. Ory 
$ I .00 with any fill~p $2.00 with no gas 
ITHACA'S FINEST AU'rOMATIC 
BRUSH CAR WASH 
Gulf CarW ash In Front Of W ston \ 
Valentines for all · 
your Valentines 
Remember all of your 
friends and relatives this 
year with Hallmark Val-
entines. Designs range 
from the old-fashioned 
Charmers with the look of 
antique shadow boxes 
to SIihouettes, that outline 
messages of love In the 
language of today. 
CROWN CARDS 
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R11CORD REVIIW 
By BARRY KING 
We Got A Good Thing Going; 
Hank Crawford; Kudu Records 
The first time I listened to 
this album I was engrossed in 
watching snow clouds moving up 
towards the College from the 
lake in the early evening hours, 
and then settling back and 
enjoying the combination of the 
music with the winter scene 
before my eyes. I must say it 
was quite a mellow feeling, and 
made me very content. 
Hank Crawford has been 
around for some time, and 
though his alto saxophone 
playing has given us some very 
peaceful sounds. The music is 
1 ush, and . unlike, let't say, a 
Herbie Hancock or Freddie 
Hubbard, 1s not really designed 
to be something _that you want 
to fo~.1!5 your fuh cov.q:ntration 
on~~ :R:iithet; 'A.(is'=tfte- type' where 
you·put ft Oil tlie turntable While 
you're eating, studying, rapping, 
or whatever. 
This is not to say that its 
muzak. I don't care what I'm 
doing, to me plain muzak is just 
irritating. There is a lot of body 
to the music, and contains some 
excellent playing by Ron Carter 
on bass, George Benson and 
Cornell Dupree on guitar, and 
Bob James on electric piano. 
When these guys do some solos, 
you tend to perk up 
remarkabley. There is a superb 
'.quantity (and "quality) of other 
musicians present, too nemerous 
to mention, but who all fit into 
the various tunes well. 
R~cording for this album was 
done in September and October, 




357 Onlwa Id., lth1KD 
.... 273-4400 
or 1972, so it has been released 
in a relatlv-ely shor·t time 
by Hank Crawford, as it 
contains a couple of' season's 
best known songs, :','1'he 
Christman Song" and "Winter 
Wonderland". You'd think Hank 
came in with his sax and the 
other musicians had~ to stamp a 
lot of snow from ·their boots 
before launching into "Winter 
Wonderland"· because you can 
feel the intensity of the sax 
throughout the song. I 
particularly liked the contrasts 
with the sounds from Cornell 
Dupree's guitar. lts lively and 
accented beau ti fully. "The 
Christmas Song" has been 
ranked as a s.tandard for some 
time. The alto sax seems to have 
been meant for the instrumental 
version of this song. The added 
strings and underlying piano 
melody make the tune complete. 
The other tracks mcluded on 
this LP are. a mixture of the old 
and.:the···ne~, With cuts 
composed by everyone from 
Duke Ellington (I'm Just A 
Lucky So And So") to Bill 
Withers ("I Don't Know"). But 
although the apace between the 
composing of these tracks may 
be quite a period of time, the 
feeling is essentially the same, 
despite the difference in the beat 
and rythym. 
I wouldn't say necessarily that 
if you're heavily into rock and 
roll or abstract jazz you 're gonna 
dig this album. Then again I'm 
not saying you won't. It depends 
on the type of person you are 
and if ·you once in a while like t~ : 
get away from the jive and the · 
justle of life and sounds. This is 
an album which you may not 
play often, but will reserve for 
those times when that special 
mood hits you right. 
Students! lmmecliole 
C.weroge. Monthly Payments 
Available. Car Insurance -
Motorcycle Insurance . . 
lee Newhart Ins. 
1011 W. Sl•t• St. 27J-6l91 
Super Sunday e\ ery week 
1-5 The Dugout Girls dispense 
BLOODY MARYS soc 
RECORD 
REVIEW 
By Bill l_lenk 
BARBARA KEITH-REPRISE 
Slowly, over the past few yeax;s., 
there has developed a much 
' heighteniid audience awareness 
and consciousness on the part of 
the rock media and as a result 
upon the general public as well, 
con c eming the authorship of 
popular songs. More and more 
(and this is good) people want to 
.hear the original song rather 
thaq one of its often numerous 
covered and altered versions. 
Thankfully, this .heightened. 
awareness has made it possible 
for a greater number of 
songwriters to record their own 
works with greater chance of 
success. The levels of success 
these different singer-songwriters 
have achieved has varied greatly. 
For Carole King and Leon 
Russell their new singing careers 
have brought superstarodm, 
while Jackson Browne is on the 
verge of similar success. Randy 
Newman and J.J. Cale, however 
have thus far achieved only smali .-_ 
cult followings. For others like ·· 
Hoyt Axton (author of "Never 
Been To Spain", "Joy To The 
World", "The Pusher", 
"Lightnin' Bar Blues" and 
others) a solo career has not 
even hastened the rise from· 
oblivion. 
There's really no way of 
telling what degree of 
acceptance and exposure the 
music of this, Barbara Keith's 
first Ip, will receive. I can only 
hope that it receives the 
attention it deserves. Heretofore 
known only slightly as the writer 
of "Free The People", Barbara 
has given us two album , sides :_ 
worth of exquisitely written and ·· 
perfectly performed material. 
With the exception of her 
album-opening version of 
Dylan's "All Along The 
Watchtower" the songs are all 






(Acr.~ss from MacDonald's) 
SUNDAY DINNER AT THE DlJGOUT 
5-7 BllffET SI.SO 
Roai-t heef. turkey. h~m. potato ~.1Iad. macaroni ~.ilad. 
baked be.ms. pi'-·kles; bread. huttt'r 
Coming ~K>n Sorority Night Thurs:_~ight 
. ,_. _,,. 
... _ .:,i;·~.-
' ti 
Doerge, Spboner Oldham·-anj 
Barbara . herself combine .. w~, 
Barbara's. beautiful acouiil~ 
guitar and . the electric guf' 
work of Danny Kootch and! 
Lowell George to create some,ot 
the best music this side 'ofJ 
Barbara moves from piano to 
acoustic guitar and back again, 
backed by some of the best and 
most widely used studio 
musicians the industry has to 
offer. The material moves and 
bounces when its supposed to, 
while at other times Barbara is 
able to slow the material down 
without losing any of the song's 
projected warmth and 
exuberance. Barbara shines on 
her own "Free The People" and 
none of her spark is lost through 
the rest of the album. 
Glimmering piano work by Craig 
heaven. ],leally, this lady is ;a 
talent the stature of Carole King. 
The album is just beautifuli_ 
Catch this one before he; spn~ 
catch up to you and you ·rii{d 
yourself having "io buy two di 
three of her albums to find ·bJt 






By Robert Patterson ;;-~ ~ ,'! 
Visions of Cody Jack Kerouac, McGraw Hill, 398 · .·:-:ir, 
pp. $8.95 ,: ,. 1:1 
From Ginsberg's introduction to Kerouac's final 
Adios, King, this is a huge novel in range and fell 
that runs benny-crazy from New York to Mexio 
City passing '49 Hudsons, Billie Holliday,. and 
tape-recorded night-long raps (sess.bullions?) · .. ,:-..; 
between Cody and ,Dul~oz. The arrows at the top 
of every page point th~ oouble,tim.~ waY, tl!rough ~ .... 
bum's son alley-way adolescence "fo Deriver train 
track sunsets just once before I die, stolen ca~ and' 
easy cunts mixed with tea and tokay for frantic 
mad adventures at 1300 miles in 36 hours with 
demi-god Cody at the wheel driving fast but talkin' 
faster. Duluoz telling about the first time he met 
Cody, or Hubbard, or. Cody telli-ng how he got to 
know his first wife and what she was like which 
reminded him of the time ... that Jack missed his 
ship to San Francisco, throwing all those gerunds 
around in qmdom confusion suffused with 
multiple uncommred adjectives, describing heaps 
of food in New York windows. But all this 
happening before the -sters changed to the -ies and 
LSD from immoral to illegal (before it was known 
e~en), before the fine first flash withered, before 
either Cody or Duluoz felt that they would die 
early. 
, ' 
· · Visions of Cody is Kerouac's second novei (after 
The _Town and the City and before On the Road,) 
but 1t has never been published as a whole before 
' ... ~ 
this. It has a similar formation to his-first novel 
but has the prose pace of Lonesome Traveler or 
On the Road; paragraphs pages long and sentences 
lasting for weeks, abrupt changes to sometime or 
place else where Cody no longer haunts Denver 
poolhalls but smokes tea with Coleman Hawkins 
blowing sax to Irwin Gardens and Bull Hubbard. 
McGraw-Hill apparently felt popular opinion had 
crowed long enough and published Duluoz's 
(Kerouac's) version of Cody (Neal Cassady), which 
compares favorably with Cody's own 
autobiographical The First Third, not historically 
but artistically (?) ( cf. tape recorder transcripts). 
Old Kerouac fans have cause for joy at the newly 
born availability of one of Kerouac's better novels. 
Even unfledged readers would enjoy Visi9ns of . 
Cody though the price is preventative for casual · ''' 
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RDR VIEW 
By Barry K~':1.8 
All Directions; The 
Temptations; Gordy. 
The ~emptatiol_lS :have 
alwa-ys been up with 
with what's happeiung. Back ii'! · 
those carefree aays mey gave 
songs such.as '.'My Girl", "All I 
need",· "I wish it would Rain", 
and a whole lot more. Recently 
more people than ever have have 
been _taking a listen to them, 
because, like Marvin Gaye, they 
have been turning ~ut a lot of 
very musically and· lyrically 
together compositions. Right. 
now you can still sit back and· 
dig things like "Cloud Nine'" 
"Ball of Con~usi9n'', "I. C!-in.'t 
yet Next To You", ect. 
Continuing to be one of t~ top._ 
soul groups, they're just released 
their new Lp, and it is badddd! 
The first track on the :·album 
gives us a glimpse of what'the 
Temps would sounµ like in 
concert. "Funky Music Sho Nuff 
Turns Me On" is what the title 
implies, and is designed to get 
your feet moving and your body 
swaying. It works. 
"R~n Charle Run" is a word 
about the hypocrisy of a fat cat 
who thinks he is so God-honest 
good but hates his brother. He's 
told he better run cause "the 
niggers are coming!" Take a 
listen and see if you know where 
its coming from. 
By Bill Henk 
LINDA' LEWIS-LARK-REPRISE Linda Lewis is an exceptional 
new artist with a unique wide ranging voice. With Linda on acoustic 
guitar, piano and electric piano and the additions of excellent 
backup musicians, the sound is a rare combination of rock, folk and 
soul influences. Her first album reached this country only as an 
English import. This one should appeal to a wide range of tastes and 
give Linda the good-sized audience she deserves. Linda Lewis is a star 
of the future. 
RICHARD THOMPSON-HENRY,THE HUMAN 
FL Y-ltEP!USEAnother of the many incredibly talented people to 
pass through the hands of Fairport Convention in recent years, this 
is Thompson's first solo effort. The material is totally electric and 
bears stark resemblance to the Fairport Convention sound minus, of 
course., the singing and fiddling of Dave Swarbrick. This is an 
excellent album f<?r anyone already into the English·folk-roc,k sound. 
"LAST SESSIONS"-Mississippi John Hurt (Vanguard) 
With three prior releases on Vanguard Records-"Today," "The 
Immortal," and "The Be~t Of" -Vanguard brings us "Last Sessions" 
which c~.P;~~S., JJ,.9~P,~.s{f9lk q~n.e~. T~ J,P _offers th,e listener som~. 
very will known songs such as "First Shot Missed Him" and 
"Shortnin' Bread" as well as ma_ny John Hurt originals. 
In a time where much of the blues recorded expresses personal 
torment and much misery, Hurt reinforces this statement with songs 
such as "Trouoie, I've Had It All My Days," and "Joe Turner Blues." 
However, this LP also includes other interesting tunes such as "All 
Night Long" and "Let The Mermaids Flirt With Me." 
Barry Hansen of THE UTILE SANDY REVIEW has written, 
"For years, the younger Negroes have been loosing interest in this 
"old-fashioned• form (blues); no really significant Negro blues singer 
has emmerged since 1953." Mississippi John Hurt might well. 
disprove Hansen's statement with "Last Sessions." (DISK 
COURTESY OF VANGUARD RECORDS). Doug Sahadi 
ICKEY'S 
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YOU RING-
WE BRING 
on orders of $.20.00 or more 
• q' -
The final track on the first side 
1s their current big hit single, 
"Papa Was a Rolling Stone", 
which has an even longer 
opening than the'Single In stereo 
it can be a groove to listen to, 
especially if you listen through 
headphones or play along on 
bass guitar. 
Side two is essentially 
comprised of some very sweet 
songs, done really well and with 
a lot of soul. I know that you've 
The Ithacan, January 25 •. I 973 Page 11 
at least heard a couple of them, 
being "The First Time Ever 0 
Say Your Face)" and the Issac 
Hays tune "Do Your Thing". 
Personally, I still don't think 
anyone does better on the first 
song than Roberta Flack, but 
that's not to say that this version 
doesn't contain as much feelings 
in it. 'Do Your Thing" is a great 
song standing by itself. The 
Temptations do a version that 
can give Hayes' version a lo_t of 
MUSK: 
competition in popularity. 
There are some really fine 
songs on this album. I have to 
admit that this particular album 
took a couple of playings for me 
to· think that it wasn't just 
strung together. This is one of 
those albums that when you're 
relaxed, just Jay back and really 
listen, and let yourself get into 
it. But once you're there, 
brother, its okay. 
RECORD· RKVI w 
c·oit f essions Of A Male 
Chauvinist Pig - Artie 
Kaplan( Vanguan;I) 
"Sharon was a friend of mine. , 
She would do it anytime. Take 
her dancing, buy her 
wine - - - - -and everything would 
be just fine." The title cut is 
appropriately titled 
"Confessions Of A Male 
Chauvinist Pig" which is sung in 
four parts - - -"Big Time Me", 
"Marriage", "In My Lifetime" 
and "Where Have All The 
Bitches Gone". Upon hearing 
this cut several times, you will 
probably agree thdt there is 
more to Artie Kaplan than his 
raspy and protruding voice. In 
fact, there is much more to this 
musician from Brooklyn, N.Y. 
He was the sax player on 
some oldies but goodies in the . 
. early sixties - - -Who Put The 
Bomp'', "Locomotion", and 
"Chains". He has worked very 
dosely with Melanie as casting 
director. He has also been a part 
of many of the Phil Spector 
, productions. He spent six years 
on the road with Ralph 
Flannagan 's Orchestra - - -also 
Tony Pastor's and Les Elgart's 
. Orchestra. 
This album ~l~o includes other 
fine songs such as "Bensonlmrst 
Blues", "Stay Don't Go" and 
"The American Dream". The 
backup music on the album is of 
high professional 
competence · - -partly jazz, 
partly rock and a touch of 
Broadway. The album's stereo 
quality is excellent and the 
sound quality is very clear and 
exact. 
Kaplan is not the type of 
artist that appreciate 
after a first listening. You must 
sit back and concentrate on 
what he is saying. After several 






will begin to apprecrnte Artie 
Kaplan's Confessions Of A Male 
Chauvinist Pig - · - a truly 
remarkable album. 
"YOUR PROTECTION - OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rohl'rl S. 8111111-iroyd -· - Class of':!4' 
Rohl'rl L. Boolhroyd -- C'lass of'60' 
I knry G. Kcys1:r ---- ('lass of '52' 




··we Welcome Y0.11r /11q11iry .. 
312 East Seneca. lt/raca. N. Y. 
I , 
Happy Hours' 
3-7 Fri. & Sat. 
• $1 -Pitchers 
Thurs: 
you can drink -
OPEN DAILY F~i: Sat: Sun: Orleans 
• Friendly Atmosphere 
• Scenic Dock · 
• Budweiser. Beer 
413 Taughannock Tel. 273-8.591 
I ' V 
--------
' ' ' . . ... -,- ._·,,· . .'-· -
. . '• 
•• • • ' • .:·:.~. '.-••• • • - '~~:. ,._ .: ·: •• -.::~- ,,,..:· ~ ._·. --. -::-;, r' ·.: ·_:- -· -,:..,., :, • i.~_ \ : ' • 
SAB AND WTINTER 
WEEKEND COMMITTEE 
PRESENT :JN CONCERT 
. ' ~ ~ 
f 
The Asiatic Garden __ j 
8-. 'i~1, i, f, rtr· I • Q fl: o ') t •.; · 11 _ -:~: :stat.e · si. : 
r-, 
t 
·: ·· Chinese-American Food ! 
RICHIE HAVENS(· · ·'. L;rge Fa~Hiiies:~ndGfd:'~:: 
.. Food to Sei;-ve You. Better . ::~f;: 
PLUS STIINKY·'BRfJWIJ·: ~ I ·• 
SIIT. Fe/J. 17t/J Ben .Lij/Jt--Gym 
f 1ist 1000 Tic/(ets at $.3.SO /2 per IC /I) ) 
Tickets available Feb. 5th 
Egbert Union, Mayer~, Midtown 
• • - 1 '.. • ,., 
. . ' ' ... -
• • I I , , .1 I t ,~, f • , ' • 1 ./ • " 'I • ' 
Serving Ithaca Since 19 3 I 
. ·, ,' ,·.' ., ... •, -
S1 
i '., .. ,, .. < •.• _. •. ,, •••. 
:smith Leaps For. The Tip-;,, 
Fj~gerlakes ._Typewriter· 
·- Service 
104 Lake Ave: Ithaca, N.Y. 272-5869 
February Special - $14.50 
Clean, Oil, and Adjus~ 
P~rtableTy.pewriters 
·Across from. Mickeys Mark.et 
······························································· 
"l'D SAY, 75 TO ao PERCENT OF HIS ST4.!"fr - ' 
IS REALLY EXCIEPTIONAL, VERY, VE-RV RAREL"'I 
DO I LIKE :THAT MANY _SONGS ON· ANY ONE RECORD" 
· -JOHN FAHEV-
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Ithacan Photos by Richard Sharp 
!flcC'ar11tj• Grabs A1101her Rebound. 
The University Deli Delivers 
Our Delivery Menu as Ammended 
273-9344 Two Phones ·- 273-9726 
WI; ll!:LIVCR TO DORMS, FRAT!::RNITIES, SORORITIES, BOTH CAMPUSES 
S1JNU1W -- 'l'llUHSD,\Y 5 NIGHTS A WEEK 8:00--12:00 
WE HA VE SANDWICHES: 
(ON RY!::, WIII'l'E OR IIARD ROLL) reg. lg. 
!<OAS'!' BL:l::F •••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• 69¢ 99¢ 
COR,.\ll;D ut::,E:F .-: •.... ,; ... , : . ;· .. • •• '.• , • ~, ••.. '.. ~< . ~- ... ,-6:9 ¢ . · . . 99 ¢ 
110'!' PASTRAMI;-:_ ••..•..... ·.~ •. ;' •. ; ......... : ..••.. 6~¢ 99¢.:-
11,\M /\NO CHEESE., ...•.. ; ..•••.•.. ; ••.. , •.....•.. 79¢ 99¢ 
111\M ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! ...... ; ........... 69¢ 89¢ 
'l'URKE:Y ~............................................ . . 79¢ 
·ruNA .••••• _.. • • • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . 59¢ 
llE:EF 13ARBECUE ••••.•..•......••.•••••. , • . . • . • . . . . . • . . • 69¢ 
BALOGNA A..'ID CHEESE .••••.....•••••••••.•••••••...••.•• 59¢ 
SALAMI AND CHEESE •••.•••••.••••.•.• · ••..•.••......••.•• 59¢ 
COLD CUTS (Salami, Balogna, Luncheon Loaf & Cheese) •• 59¢ 













SWISS OR AMERICAN CHEESE ••• .' .••••.•.•.•••.•.•.•...• , , . 39¢ . 8!l 
ARISTOTLE (Roast Beef, Corned Beef & Pastrami) .•.•..• 99¢ 1.49 
Our sandwiches and subs come with your choice of lettuce, tomato, ketchup, 
llldyonaise, Russian dressing, mustard, coleslaw, onions, or even horseradish, 
at no extra charge. Extra cheese (Swiss or American) 5¢, a slice. 
THEN THERE ARE: 
BAGEL WITH BUTTER 20¢ BAGEL WITH CREAM CHEESE 30¢ 
BAGEL WITH CREAM CHEESE- AND LOX 99¢ 
YOGURT (co£fee, orange, peach, Dutch apple, pineapple-cherry,[ strawberry, 
blueberry, boysenberry or apricot) 35¢ Potato Chips 10¢, 2~¢ 
SALADS: Potato, 1'.:ole Slaw, Macaroni, Rice Pudding Side 25¢ l'int 45¢ Qt. 89¢ 
: NO DOUBT. YOU'RE THIRSTY: 
SODAS: 20¢ a can, $1.12 a 6-pack 1 
Coke, Pepsi, Royal C7own, Seven-Up, Wink, Dr. Pepper, Tahitiap Treat,Root 
R?ot Beer, Cherry, Ginger Ale, Grape, Orange, Raspberry, Tab,.Diet PepsL Cott 
Diet Flavors, . ' ' 
MI·LK:· 1/2 Pts. White Ii Chocolate 15¢ ·Qt. White or Skim 37¢ 9t. Chocolate 41¢ 
ORANGE JUICE: 7 1/2 oz. 20¢ Quart 52¢ 
. BEER, including Schlitz,_Bu~, Rheingold, Piels, Miller, Heineken, Micheloue, 
Genesee, Lowenbrau, Ballintine, Labatts, Guiness, Bass Ale and Schaeffer uy 
the can or by the 6-pack. Some in quarts. 
GOODIES: 
Cand}' Bars· 10¢ Halvah 1~¢ Bazooka G~, Toot;sie Rol!s, 
I'ish--- a .penny eacl\ Lifesavers· 10¢ Chewing Gum 10¢ 
Slim Jirns 10¢ Jerkv 15¢ Cheese _9ake (gol.Jl,t,, <Jubb le) 
10¢ an o·ince (4 oz. min.) Ice Cn,am: Pints 40¢ 
Strawberry Swedish 
Bazooka Suqarlcss 5¢ 
plain or top~cd, 
AND Cigarettes 50¢ Rolling Papers 12¢ Nu-Doz 69¢ 
-·:<1x to be added wherevPr a· licaL, I 0 • 
- I 
-. ~ . ' 
. .,..: . ,' :·. ~' 
:,.~~':,. >~ '.~. 
Rola.ids :?.0¢ 









The lthacans returned to the 
wars after a five week_ layoff, 
Satur·day, and bested 
Independent College Athletic 
Conference f.o e A If red, 
71-61 . . . This week the traffic 
is heavier as J.C. continues its six 
game homestand against Oswego 
(Wed.), Clarkson (Fri.) and 
Hobart (Sat.) ... In the Alfred 
game, Ithaca trailed, 26-17 with 
four minutes left in the first 
half, but came on ~o score the 
last 15 points of the balf and the 
first four of the second half to 
break things oepn,. . . J.C. has 
won five straight against Oswego 
and has an overall lead of 25-8 in 
the season's series . . . On the 
season, Oswego is 3-7 .... 
Ithaca has beaten Clarkson six 
times in succession and holds an 
18-11 advantage over the 





*WORLD WIDE TRAVEL SERVICE 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
*PLANNED IN EVER\ iHTAIL 
273-3073 
A Division of 2071. ,MIRORA ST. 












far this season . · .. Ithaca holds a 
slight 9-8 lead over Hobart in 
their annual series ... However, 
the Statesmen ended Ithaca's 
three game win streak last 
December with a 62-57 upset in 
Geneva· ... Last year, Ithaca 
beat· Oswego, 80-51, Clarkson, 
84-73 and took a pair from 
Hobart, 91-65 and 90-72 ... 
Ithaca was hit hard last week 
when standout sophomore 
Charley Johnson decided to take 
a leave of absence for personal 
reasons . . . He'll be back next 
year ... The burden of working 
as th.: team's key reserves has 
fallen on junior Tom Downey· 
and soph Mark Ganley . . They 
comhllll'd for I 2 points and 13 
rl'houmls 111 the Alfred w111 ... 
The· startinl,! line-up tlus week 
for Ithaca will haVl' captain Dave 
llollowe•II and Ste•ve· Synakowski 
;1t the• forward po~1t1un,. John 
:I.I cC:1 rthy at ce•nte'I and Bill 
h>lk111~ ,llld Jilli Doherty a, the·· 
g11;11d, ... :-.Id ".irth~ h.1d ;1 ,upe•1 
111!,!hl a!!alnst \lfr,•d With ~() 
points .ind I h 1e0 IH11111LI, .. 
llollowe•ll e'<lllt1nue, to pace· the· 
le'alll Ill ,,·01ing \\llh PLO pl'r 
galll,' a,er,11,!,'. \kC1rthy lw, 
'· .. : .. : .·. ,'· .. 
come on strong· of late and is 
averaging almost ten rebounds a 
game ... Doherty leads in assists 
Photo by Ken M_elech 
with 29, while Folkins has the 
lead in steals (22) and recoveries 
(16). 
Sports Events 
Monday - - NO EVENTS F r i d a y - - Va r s i t y 
Basketball-Clarkson at Ithaca-
Tues day - - 8:15 pm; J.V. 
S w i m m i n g - - I th a ca a t Basketball--Cornell Frosh at 
Oswego-7:00pm:, lthaca-6: 15 pm. 
Saturday - - Varsity Hockey-Ithaca 
Wed n e.s d a Y - - at .Lehigh--5:00pm. Varsity 
Wrcslling--Ithaca a~s 'imming-- Geneseo at 
Brnckport--7:00 pm; Varsity thaca--4:00 pm. Varsity 
II o c k c y - - I t h a ~ a a Wrestling-Ithaca vs. RPI & RIT 
lldmilton--8:00 pm; Var3/ Y (at RIT) 2:00 pm. Varsity 
Ba~kethall--Oswcgo at Ithaca-- Basketball-- Hobart at 
c,: 15 pm. I th a a - - 8 : I 5 pm. J. V. 
Bas etball--Hobart at 
Thursday NO rVF.Njs Itha -6: 15 pm. 
RANGER-BRUIN 
FAN FOLLIES 
,, '",'_'"'!,,I. ·, 1, ii I 
By Terry Segal 
A~ a Midwesterner. there were 
a great number of sur'1tises and 
new experiences that efell me 
upon coming. to sd1 ol in the 
East. Perhaps the mo t amusing 
of all. however. is th incessant 
battle between the I ns of the 
New York Rangers a d those of 
the Boston Bruins. N -ver have I 
witncs~ed such passio , insanity, 
and prejudice interw ven in one 
issue. 
N c ed less lo say,~' there are 
logic~~ reasons for th s battle. In 
the first place; the ruins and 
Rangers had been ~he leading 
;:; team~ in the NH.L ior the past 
>: couple o_f years ,(thi yeai: b<;>th 
. · · are taking a back eat to Les 
Habitants). Naturall this fact 
. causes fierfe copipetition 
between the t)Vo teams and their 
followers. · 
Secondly, riobody lapp.reciates 
New York raps unle~s you're a 
New York fan. Unq~estionably, 
they are the most prl"udiced and 
obnoxious of all f ns. Never 
have I seen fans so !ind to the 
faults and limitations of their 
heroes. Never1 have I seen fans 
, I 
who nauseate YOl.f by their 
unrealistic appraisal of their 
teams. Never have I seen fans 
who so steadfastly refuse to give 
credit to the other team. Never 
have I seen fans who are so 
-ready with exc$es when their 
_ · team fails them. In short, never 
have I met such a creature as one 
who calls himself a New York 
fan. No wonder the Bruin 
· exudes such happi.1ess when 
, Boston fops the Rangers. 
not know the meaning ofI~r~~t. 
When the Bruins lost, their fans 
unhesitantly reply, "We still 
have two games in hand". It 
seems that the Bruins always 
have games in hand even though 
they play the same amount of 
games as everybody else. Bruin 
fans are very tricky with 
numbers. 
Perhaps the most intriguing 
aspect of the Bruin fan _o;,tems 
from his matter-of-fact attitude 
·toward a, .Bruin first place,finlsh. 
They tak~ it {'for granted ""that 
their ?elove~. ~~~-i:i.to'?'_ne_rs,,r~ill 
be first. They .cannot rationalize 
a situation that co'u'ld.'. 'iie 
different; it's as if the almi&l!ty 
Clarence :Cambell declared jt to 
be so. Sq as one can see, Ranger 
fans have plenty to be irritat,::d 




Not that this situation is bad, 
however. Au contraire,.,AU 
sports need such rivalries. They 
only serve to foster a,nd 
strengthen interest in the sport. 
Wi_th a growing interest ·in 
hockey brought about · by such 
rivalries, the game has grown 
tremen?ou,s_ly in popularity in 
the Uruted States. Fan interest is 
at an all-time high, and ,_NHL 
bigwi&5 are talking of furt)\er 
expansion for the· 1_9:7~;74 
season. ·::-.r .: 
::,_·, .. · 
One can only hope that .. this 
Ranger-Bruin rivalry continues. 
It's an amusing and highly 
entertaining encounter when 
, Ah, but wait a mhlute. There Bruin and Ranger f~ get 
__ -'.lurks anoth:r ~reature ':3Iled the togeth¢,r, Gone.,,is:~liuman1 
. Bos!on . B~ ~~- He too is a rationale; a_nd dignitfi®J all that 
:, .fascmatmg_ individual to s~dy •. ,remains are two ·u,,;"-·,: ... ~·c &' 
. The B · f . . . . -- .. lt.Wu ,orces 
.J; rum _an lS m?r~inately engaged ·in ·a *ni®e.iin which 
. coc~y. His_ unmit~gated. neither is capable of subjugating 
_'. ·:confidence __ m hi~ - team. _is the other. ;It's a siglif:Clarence 
:;·tnghtem_ng. __ l_he B!'"Jl_ tai:i. _d?~ ___ 9~p1;>ell ~ouJ!l.19ye_._ ·. ·1 i , 
·~_:__._-•,·· 
Jfihi~ies ~j thlWeek 
Junior. center John McCarthy 
of Geneseo has been selected as 
the Ithaca College "Athlete of 
the Week" following his 
outstanding performance during 
Saturday night's 71 :61 victory 
over Alfred. 
McCarthy, who played his 
best collegiate game ever 
according to head coa.ch Hugh 
Hurst, tallied 20 points and 16 
rebound~ as Ithaca raised its 
n:cord to 5-3 on the season. 
The 6-6 'Genesco, N.Y. native 
paced I.C. to a 21 point lead in 
the second half before leaving 
the game. He hit 10 of 15 field 
goals and also handed out three 
assists . 
A Business Administration· 
major, McCarthy is the son of 
Mr.· and Mrs. Robert McCarthy 
of 585 West Lake Road. in 
Geneseo, and is a 1970 grali~ate 
of Watertow.n High School 
where he played his. basket ball 
under Lew Kibler. 
Ml·AA News 
By Dave Rives, 
fhis past week saw the 
launching of the M.I.A.A. Volley 
b:ill season. This year a new 
twist was added with a new ten 
t,·am co-ed volley ball league. 
Over I 00 students are involved, 
an average of over ten per team. 
Co-rec games are scheduled 
for either Saturday morning 
irom 10-12 noon, or Sunday 
afternoon from 2-4p.m. Each 
kam plays two games on their 
scheduled day. 
··we were quite pleased with 
the turnout (for co-rec volley 
ball)," remarked John Petley, 
as~1stnal M.I.A.A. director "This 
n~w grogram provides a little 
e, t ra activity for those who 
want to participate. 
All games start at 6 p.m. on 
II available mghts from Monday 
hru Thursday. The top two 
~a ms in each league will be 
l!gible for the post season 
layoffs, consisting of a 
emi-final and championship 
ound; both ,best two of three. 
Top B. Ball Scorers Jan 16-19 
11 Star League 
Dan West (herd) 23pts 
J 
Ed M·ercer (Tods) 24pts 
emi-pro 



































































Wizard Score unavailable 
Zip Score unavailable 
O.K. Squmel Score unavailable 
Eddies Bears Score unavailable 
Marvens Score unavailabie 
Golden Jacks _.Seo.re. unayailable 
·Hum.mers O I 
Team 13 0 I 
Co-rec Volley Ball 
team w l 
Dude 5 & Chicks 2 0 
Hangovers 2 0 
Blue Jets 2 0 
House Mothers I I 
Bearded Clams I I 
l.B.T.C. I I 
Hot Rats I l 
E.T.G. I I 
Spike Wells 0 2 
p w Drivers 0 2 
Grap·pler NeWs 
The wrestling team will have a 
tough time .keeping its streak. 
going thfs ·wed. against 
nationally ranked Brockport ... 
1.C. has won their first four 
defeating Oswego, Geneseo, 
Hobart and Oneonta ... 
Brockport is 6-1 ... This will be 
the 10th meeting between the 
two teams with Brockport 
olding a 5-3-1 lead . . . The 
Eagles beat J.C. last year, 
8-9 ... Ithaca has two key 
CAC matches Saturday, .in 
ochester, when it meets RIT 
nd RPI . . . The lthacans have 
never lost a Conference dual 
meet since entering the ICAC in 
1971 ... They were 4-0 the first 
season and 4-0-l inn '72 ... 
Ithaca holds a 13-8 seasons series 
lead over RIT, including a 28-1 5 
win last season . . . This will be 
only the second meeting with 
RPI. Ithaca won last year, 
· 42-5 ... Top performers so far 
for J.C. are Paul Iacovelli (190) 
and Ron King (167) with 4-0 
marks, Tom Blank (134) and 
Dave Kleinfelder (126) with 3-1 
marks and Jack Greene (Hvy.) at 
'2-0 .. 




First Bapti~t in Dewitt Park 11 A.M. 
·::.;:~·~:.C~rr_~r.JR l,~~ABRICS 
·,' .. ·. ' ' ~Noffi E'Sl'(C &'.IMPORTED 
61:21:AT f)~Ti 
~l\~l.iUi\\~\~~ .._. 
INCREDIBLE COLLECTION OF ~ ~l~D--1~~~ tiDi~mB ~ 
AND CRAFTS BY LOCAL ARTISANS 
SUPER SWEATERS, SCARVES 
CAPES 8 COATS 
...... CASUAL AND ELEGANT •••••· 
we·re Patrons .of. die Arts! 
• MANY IIICllll lllfCTI 1'111 • 
· THE MOST UNUSUAL 
* * * J.l!J~:&:I...~,tr' * * * 
ilPIIIIIU!iY IOIFYi 
IN OUR AUTHENTIC OLD PHARMACY 
PERFUMES. SCENTS. POWDERS. CREMES. TOILETRIES ETC. 
t ALL TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION 1 
~.A.~D~ 
C au !l""u.o41n tit4 P ) T!f.f.aNI ... ~JI~P.}JS 
. J/ifa 
unforgefla6/e if'a from 
Jlie J!ooKing Slais Jloulique 
112 N. Aurora Street • lthac~. New York 14850 • Phone (607) 273-8888 







•, ~· . ~ ... ~ ~ . ,, ' 
1 -~,, :• : ., ,-:. I ~•,: • ,., : ._~ • ,.'..:, ! , , .>, , , • n:; 
driver Nuge was boastfully , . Ailes· was trying, _to make .. -Mooney· were ju~ping: up.' Jmd 
describing the competition to conversation with the driver of dowri because ··_the eo~on 
one of Ithaca's finest, while the other car and -Sich and . · had made them hungry: )'.t · 
Sw-i1nm.ers- Succum.b 
For those of you who are 
interested in taking relevant and 
worthwhile courses, check·in the 
Physical Education Curnculum 
for the course, P'hysica-1 
Education for Atypical Children, 
course number 60-442. This· 
course deals with. the 
understanding and causes of the 
disease or handicap that effect 
the atypical child. It also offers 
practical work with these 
children and you can get to 
know some of the real brave 
children of this world. 
For those of you who arc 
interested in the Men's 
Intramural Volleyball League 
and want all the excitement and 
thrills that go with volleyball, 
it's too la It! to do anytlung 
about it, because the league 
started last Monday. 
I received a note from Jim 
Shaw this week and he insisted I 
make this announcement ... 
There will be no more bowling 
in "The Dugout" for at least:two 
more days. Jim said the pins are 
still· standing but the howling 
balls are still somewh~re i'n 1ihe 
telephone booth. 
Well, its finally 
happened! ...... ~Girls have 
achieved the award in sports! It 
is true, four girls have worked 
for it and won it. I'm talking 
about the ·'Yellow Jock 
Award". This week in 
Demolition Derby. driver Nuge 
and co-pilots, Ailes, Sich, and 
Mooney. took on all odds and 
successfully defeated the 
Chinese representative, who was 
the only other finalist in the 
competition. According to Nuge. 
the Chinese car would have been 
eliminated a lot sooner but as she 
came in for one of her final 
smashes. she was forced to slow 
down because 4 0f a yellow light. 
When the awards were given out. 
By Dave Rives 
It wasn't much of a night for 
the swimming team/ as it bowed 
81-32 to a well balanced Oswego 
team on Tuesday. 
Lack of depth continues to he 
a severe handicap for the 
Ithacans, as their sbsons record 
was droi.,~ed to 2-13, but for six 
darkly tanned ~wimmers, it 
seemed as if no prqblem existed. 
Co-captains Ji~ Stahl, Jay 
MuGinley, and, last years 
co-captain Bud Rimbault paced 
the Ithacans. scoring 25 points 
among themselves. Rimhault 
took 9 with a first in the 1000 
Free, just :! sccpnds off the 
school record, .! iecond in the 
500 Free and a thltd in the :!00 
Fly. "Those we~e Bud's he~t 
1000 and 500 d mes to da ll' ... 
: I •f• I',_' IBnr 6.95 ~ ONLY ON MONDAYS ~ Prime Ribs of leaf 
.All the Champap, you cin 4rw 
Steak Bl. ~rape 6.95 
' 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous 1 lb. Sirloin Steak 
All the Sparkling hrgu!y you CID. wk 
leef&lle US 
ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS 
. !tout Prime !ibs of leaf 
All the :Dnught Jeer or Ala JOU CIU 4riDJc 
.Bit~&~ 6.!15 
ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
~ 1 lb. Siriah St.tu 
All the Drinks you C&U-4riu wit.k Diu,r 
Elmira Ro~d. Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
J 
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To Lack Of Depth 
remarked Coach Bill Ware. 
Jimmy Stahl and Jay McGinley 
garnered 8 points apiece. Stahl 
took first in hte 200 I.M., and a 
close second in the 200 Back, 
while McGinley took first by 
inches in the I 00 Free and a 
second in the 50 Free. Craig 
Ross took a third in the 1000 
Free dropping his previous 1000 
time by two minutes. 
meter, both solid performances 
Dave Williams put in a strong 
performance for a third in the 
200 Free, and turned in a good 
performance in his leg of the 
final relay. Peter Dodge rounded 
out the scoring with a third in 
the 200 l.M. 
A tough meet for the lthacan1 
is coming up on Saturday a 
4:00 pm when they encounter 
Geneseo at home. Some of the 
races should be close. Stahl 
should continue his pursuit of 
Dave Robert's all-time scoring 
record with Rimbault following 
closely behind. Stahl now has 
27 2 points, just 18 from the 
record. "He could break the 
record at Cortland next week, 
surmised Ware, "he has plenty of 
time though." 
" That is a huge drop in time 
even for that distance, " stated 
coach Ware, who was 
tremendously pleased with the 
progress shown by these four 
· swimmers. They had one thing 
in common- they went to 
Florida to swim. It looks like the 
trip paid off well. 
Scott Handler scored 4 points 
with a second in the three meter 
Dive and a tlurd in the one 
CINCINNATI SYMPHONY 
. ' 
THOMAS SCHIPPERS CONDUCTOR 
DINO CIANI PIANIST 
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 24 
m CARNEGIE HALL NEW YORK 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 
in BAILEY HALL ITHACA 
8:15 p.m. 
PROGRAM:· 
ROSSI NI "LAGAZZA LA ORA" OVERTURE 
B EETHOVEN·PI ANO CONCERTO NO. 1 
S. BARBER ADAGIO FOR STRING~ 
STRAVINSKY "THE FIR EBIRD" ~u1·rE 
TICKETS ON ~ALE AT LINCOLN HALL 
TICKET OFFICE 256-5144 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
BUSE::. /\lilt OPr.RArE FROM PARKING LOT 
B •HJD THE DAI~ Y BARF- ROM 7 3U P rv, 
' 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
., 
S_peciolizing in 
,ALL SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 





Nat to $trancl ~eater 
Look for the orange awnings 
.31:&·E. STATE ST. 
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